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Spring News from Complementary Health Professionals

awareness of the wonder of complementary 

therapies. We have created new areas in the 

member’s area of the CHP website. One is for 

general special days for you to promote your 

services such as Mother’s Day, Fathers Day 

and Valentine’s Day and there are others for 

specific events that are taking place this year 

in 2019. Just to remind you these are:

3rd June - 9th June 2019 - Massage at 

Work Week

10th June 2019 - Aromatherapy 

Awareness Week

23rd September 2019 - World Reflexology 

Week

1st October 2019 - National Massage Day

For each of 

these, there 

are amazing 

business 

opportunities 

to reach 

out to new 

customers and at the time of writing this, 

we have created support materials for you 

for Massage at Work Week, you will find 

this in a separate link to the other general 

days mentioned above. This includes a letter 

template you can use to write to companies 

about offering chair massage in the workplace 

as well as posters and other general 

information you will find of use including a 

structure to assist you in delivering a one hour 

presentation of yourself and your therapy. We 

will also have something up for aromatherapy 

in full very shortly to include an article on the 

benefits of aromatherapy that you can either 

use to create further promotional materials 

for yourself or share with your clients. Ideally, 

it would be good to get together with other 

aromatherapists and hire a hall together and 

promote the event during the awareness 

Welcome to our Spring Newsletter and 
issue 30 of Holistic Therapist Magazine. 
We are delighted that those long winter 
nights are now being replaced with 
lighter evenings and with the earth and 
temperature warming up and leaves and 
flowers springing into life we have an 
array of news and information to impart. 
Despite the uncertainty with our future 
relationship with the EU, we are remaining 
positive about the future of our profession 
and the continued growth of the 
professional association, in this our 25th 
anniversary year. With all these positive 
energies combined this is a great time for 
getting things done. 
We have accepted a new school into 
the fold and are reviewing another two 
at present. There are several more 
possibilities and one definite that we 
should be able to announce in the 
summer. We have been in discussion 
with the General Council for Soft Tissue 
Therapies about joining as a member and 
will be attending their next meeting. We 
are also due to attend the next verifying 
organisation meeting of the CNHC in June 
and we are currently reviewing the new 
Sports Massage Core Curriculum. The new 
Aromatherapy Core Curriculum has not 
yet been finalised for release, and we are 
therefore still using the one developed by 
the Aromatherapy Council.

Special Dates for 2019:
As announced in our last newsletter, we want 

to provide you with useful marketing materials 

that you can use in your locality for posters 

and on your social media to help promote 

yourselves and grow your businesses. This is 

an invaluable resource for you to have and use 

in order to heighten your profile to attract new 

clients as well as an increase in the overall 

week that can be advertised where you live. 

You can offer taster sessions, talks and sell 

aromatherapy products that you have made. 

Let us know what you are planning and we 

will put out information for you.

Please let us know if you are going to 

be taking advantage of any of the special 

awareness days/weeks in 2019 and we want 

photos please so we can further promote on 

our own social media sites!

REMEMBER - we will be launching 

“National Complementary Therapy Week” 

in March 2020! We will obviously keep 

you updated with that later in the year and 

how you can get involved. We are currently 

working on a logo for this and will put out a 

draft on social media for your comments so 

that we can get members participation in the 

final decision.

CHP Annual Conference  - 26th 
October 2019
Agenda and Speakers confirmed
We are delighted to announce the speakers 

for this year’s annual Conference. The full 

agenda will be available for download from 

the website at the beginning of May and we 

will open registration for the conference at 

that time but here is a sneaky preview to 

whet your appetite and make sure you put 

the date in your diary.

HOlIsTIC THerAPIsT 2019
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continued...
We have done something a little different this 

year and created a case study that all speakers 

have to address on how their products and/

or therapy will help this particular person with 

their condition and lifestyle. You will all be 

given a copy of the case study with space for 

you to make notes on the day.

The first speaker is Nick Singer from 

Aromastick, whose company has also agreed 

for you all to have a free sample in your goody 

bag so that you can twist, sniff and feel the 

therapeutic effects. Then we welcome back 

Emma Lane who is our expert on gut health 

and she will approach the case study from 

a naturopathic and nutritionists’ viewpoint. 

Emma’s talks have always been greatly received 

by therapists as they show a real insight into 

changes in the natural flora and fauna of the gut 

and its effect. We will then welcome lorraine 

Davis, who has recently joined CHP but has 

been practising complementary therapies for 

over 30 years. Her talk will look at Flower 

essences, their vibrational and homeopathic 

healing processes, and she will of course show 

how she would approach the case study with 

this modality. 

After lunch, which we will provide for you, 

we are again doing something quite different 

as part of our 25th celebration. There are 

three separate workshops to choose from! 

Carole Preen is doing one called “Introduction 

to Crystal Healing”, Julie Quinn on “Foot 

Reading for Reflexologists” and Jing Massage 

will be doing one on “Advanced Massage 

Techniques”. We are splitting the main hall into 

two groups and Carole will be taking her group 

into the Bedouin tent. When you register for 

the conference we will figure out a way for you 

to select which workshop you want to attend. 

We can only accept a certain number for each 

one, and selection will be done on a first come 

first served basis so those of you who register 

for your ticket nearer the date may have less 

choice.

The final speaker will be Nigel Neill who will 
be talking about the benefits of Song Therapy 
and I am sure you will all be asked to get 
involved! He too will be able to share with you 
some of his own case studies and of course 
explain how singing and music would benefit 
our case study.

We will end with a meditation that fits the 
themed case study - all very exciting, we 
think you’ll agree! And of course you get to 
take away your goodybag and we will have a 
special gift from CHP and all our accredited 
course providers in there, as well as other 
samples. Base Formula has already said they 

will contribute again.

Therapy 
Awards 2019 
- get your 
nominations 
in!!
As stated in the 
last newsletter, 

your chance to win one of the prestigious 
awards is up for grabs. The nomination form 
is on our website so you just need to give 
your clients and colleagues the link and they 
can nominate you. These awards look great 
on your CV and also wonderful for using on 
your website and marketing materials. We 
love these awards as they really allow us to 
showcase the amazing work our members do. 

You could be our Therapists of the Year 2019.

Discounts for Members
As you know, in the members’ area of the CHP 

website there are details about how you can get 

discounts off certain products. We do not get any 

benefit from this except, like you, as therapists 

ourselves. We just wanted to be able to offer 

you extras. At present, there are discounts from 

Physique, Base Formula and songbird Therapy 

Products. You can also get discounts on essential 

oils at Oshadi if you register with them and send 

in your membership certificate. If you would 

like us to try and negotiate discounts from any 

other company, perhaps one you use frequently, 

please do get in touch and we will have a go, as 

CHP is growing so much bigger we have more 

powers of persuasion! And don’t forget that 

premier membership may allow you a discount 

on courses, including CPD at some of our 

accredited colleges as well as free entry to our 

annual conference.

Welcome to Natural Balance 
Holistics
We are delighted to announce that we now 

accredit all courses offered by Dan stephens at 

Natural Balance Holistics. Dan offers a range 

of diplomas, including clinical aromatherapy, 

massage and reflexology. He also offers Reiki 

courses up to Masters level. As well as these 

courses that require attendance to meet 

national requirements, there are also CPD 

courses on offer, some of which are available 

for study online. These include an essential 

Oil Diploma, as well as CPD in more unusual 

essential oils, a CBD course for Therapists 

(that will be available soon) and a course in 

Mental self-Care. The website is 

www.naturalbalanceholistics.co.uk



The FHT’s most popular training event of the year returns this May to  
the Holistic Health Show. With 30 training sessions to choose from 
across the two-day event, you’ll have the opportunity to listen to 
industry experts speak on a wide range of topics - from therapy-
specific modalities to general business and marketing advice.

Day passes are just £65 (£50 for FHT members), and give you entry 
to a full day of five seminars at a saving of £10. Tickets to individual 
seminars can also be purchased for £15 (£12 for FHT members).

Sunday 19 - Monday 20 May 2019 | NEC, Birmingham

Images from the 2018 FHT Training Congress featuring  
Jane Johnson, Lotte Mikkelsen, James Earls and attendees. 

to find out more and book your ticket!

Affordable training with the 
very best in industry

Visit fht.org.uk/congress

on the cost of five talks with ourday passes

2019 Training Congress print ad - Holistic Therapist magazine.indd   1 27/02/2019   12:11





High quality, bio-available 
and innovative nutrients 
supporting a healthy body 
and mind. The gold standard 
in nutritional supplements.

Website:

www.nutrigold.co.uk

Freephone:

+44(0)800 233 5675
Email:

customerservices@nutrigold.co.uk

Sign up for a 
Practitioner Account 
today and quote code 
HT30P over the phone 
for 30% off your first 
order*. 

As a registered practitioner with 
Nutrigold, you will receive special 
discounted prices on Nutrigold 
product lines. We run regular 
practitioner 4 for 3 offers on popular 
product lines; and also offer volume 
discounts on most product lines.

* This voucher code must be used at the time of purchase and entitles you to a 30% discount 
on standard Nutrigold branded products only and is not applicable to special promotional 
product lines or non-NC coded products. This voucher is valid until midnight 31st July 2019. 
This voucher has no monetary redeemable value. Please note you cannot use two vouchers on 
the same order. New customers only.
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website design
for complementary therapists

www.healthhosts.com

The No1 provider of Websites for 
Therapists. HealthHosts are a team 
of passionate website designers and 
developers with the aim of bringing 
professional websites and marketing 
services to therapists helping them 
to run and grow their business.

Acupuncture Aromatherapy Beauty Therapy Bowen Technique
Chiropractic Counselling Homeopathy Massage
Hypnobirthing Hypnotherapy Life Coaching Reiki

Kinesiology Reflexology Nutrition Pilates
Physiotherapy Psychotherapy Yoga

Naturopathy

website management - digital marketing - social media

4.9 out of 5 stars
Rated by Our Customers
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Welcome to our thirtieth issue of 
  Holistic Therapist Magazine! 
Our theme for this issue is Connect, which seemed rather ironic when our servers were attacked 

at the end of last year, leaving us with no connection to the wider world at all. We had to rebuild 

our websites and track down years’ worth of contacts and get back in touch with so many people. 

Luckily, we pulled together as a team and long hours were spent trying to rebuild what we had 

lost. We were very fortunate in the overwhelming support we were offered by our community, from 

advertisers and contributors to our readers. We’d like to thank you all. 

Although it was a pretty devastating experience, it really brought home the value of being able to 

connect and how essential this skill is to any business. That’s why you’ll find features in this issue 

that focus on how to build a stronger connection with your customers, building rapport through NlP 

techniques, how to connect with a global audience, how to create a strong first impression, get the 

most out of your website and local media and so much more.

The CNHC have shared the outcome of the UK government’s review of integrative medicine and 

it’s clear that holistic healthcare is becoming a global battleground, with some regions promoting 

a more traditional person-centred approach to health and wellbeing, while some countries are 

severely restricting the right to practice. It’s an issue that will be of increasing concern to us all. 

The holistic world is one, which, by its very nature, is both broad and inclusive. There’s always a 

new idea or a new approach, so you’ll also find features on Sound Healing, an aromatherapist with 

an old-fashioned approach and even some Giant Monkey Frog poison. 

We hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed putting it together. 

love,

Alison and everyone at Holistic Therapist x
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One in three complementary 
medicine users choose not to 
mention this to their doctors, 
according to new research 
from Australia. The researchers 
argue that this failure to disclose 
could pose a significant risk of 
adverse effects and harm due 
to unsafe concurrent use of CM 
and conventional medicine use. 
The figures have barely changed 
since a previous 2003 review 
conducted by researchers at the 
Australian research Centre in 
Complementary and Integrative 
Medicine. 

The main reasons given 
for non-disclosure were the 
medical provider’s perceived 
communication style and lack of 
awareness of CAM approaches. 

The study found that 

disclosure of CM use to medical 
providers is influenced by the 
providers’ communication style. 
Perceived provider knowledge 
of CM use was reported to be a 
barrier to discussions about CM 
use in clinical consultations. Of 
those who did discuss their use 
of CAM with medical staff, fewer 
than 20% received a negative 
or discouraging response. Ref: 
10.1038/s41598-018-38279-8

Children in schools in england 
are to be taught how to look 
after their mental and physical 
wellbeing under the government’s 
new guidance for the introduction 
of compulsory health education. 
education secretary Damian Hinds 
says than from september 2020, 
schools will promote the positive 
link between physical and mental 
health.

It follows an extensive call 
for evidence and three-month 
consultation on the draft regulations 
and guidance. This received more 
than 11,000 responses including 
submissions from leading charities, 
teaching unions and subject 
associations – many of whom have 
welcomed the proposals.

education secretary Damian 
Hinds commented, “Growing up 

and adolescence are hard enough, 
but the internet and social media 
add new pressures that just weren’t 
there even one generation ago. I’m 
very grateful to the many people 
who have fed into developing 
these new programmes to equip 
youngsters better to deal with 
the world of today. It starts, as it 
always did, with the importance 
of friendship, kindness, taking 
turns; as well as learning about the 
pitfalls and dangers, including on 
the internet. It will help children 
learn how to look after themselves, 
physically and mentally, and the 
importance of getting away from the 
screen and the headphones. And it 
can help young people be resilient 
as they chart a course through an 
ever more complex world.”

Having seen cuddle therapy 
come to the UK, power naps 
could be the next big thing to 
hit the UK’s wellbeing market. 
Power napping businesses 
are already established in 
New York, Europe and Japan, 
offering travellers, workers 
and entrepreneurs a safe way 
to sleep. It’s reckoned that 
sleep deprivation costs the Us 
economy some $411 billion 
dollars. Power napping is 
encouraged by several large 
employers including Google.

The first Nap Bar has now 
opened in Texas with patented 
napping pods are designed 
with sound-proof materials 

and organic mattresses and 
bedding. Guests receive 
complimentary aromatherapy 
and custom brain wave therapy 
with every siesta. Other 
add-ons include lymphatic 
massages, hot showers, 
espressos, and juices.  

Clients don’t mention using 
CAM TO THEIR dOCTORS

PuPils to learn about MENTAL 
ANd PHYSICAL wELLBEINg 

NAP BARS Come to the usa

News & Dates    BUSINESS

Enjoy a yearly subscription to our 
magazine for just £24!

Holistic Therapist Magazine is collectable, and will guide you 
in business, as well as provide you with stories and features 

especially for you and your health… so to guarantee your copy 
delivered to your door each quarter, simply subscribe at:

SPRING
SUBSCRIPTION

OFFER

holistictherapistmagazine.com/subscribe
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BUSINESS    News & Dates    

NATIONAL 
MASSAgE 
dAY – Put 
your ideas 
forward
liz Badger, the new co-
coordinator of National Massage 
Day, is reaching out to readers 
of Holistic Therapist Magazine 
to invite idea suggestions for 
the 2019 event as well as a 
new initiative called Pro-Touch 
Awareness Month.

last year over 1100 therapists 
and members of the public took 
part in Pro-Touch Month which 
encompasses many therapy 
modalities – from holistic, 
physio and beauty therapists to 
reiki, energy healers and soul 
midwives! 

The events were celebrated by 
paying it forward, with money 
raised for good causes and 
hundreds of hours of volunteering 
delivered and pledged. 

The organisers are now 
looking for feedback, ideas and 
involvement from across the 
whole wellness sector for October 
2019. You can provide your 
feedback through a survey at: 

 https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/YXSQ3VJ or e-mail Liz at 
hello@therapist-business-club.
co.uk

The importance of proper pre-
employment checks, staff training 
and client communication in 
hands on therapies in particular, is 
highlighted by the ongoing storm 
of litigation against UsA massage 
giant Massage envy. 

There are now more than 400 
allegations of sexual assault at the 
franchise giant’s 1200 sites across 
the UsA - all raised in the past two 
years. The scale of the problem 
is such that the Us National 
Center on Sexual Exploitation 
has listed Massage envy as one 
of its Dirty Dozen contributors 
to sex exploitation, due to the 
company’s failure to deal with 
such allegations properly. Massage 
envy clients sign a waiver which 
precludes action even in cases of 

serious sexual misconduct on the 
part of its staff. 

A spokesperson at Massage 
envy’s corporate headquarters in 
Arizona responded that while the 
company does not comment on 
pending legal matters, it supported 
“the decision of any victim to 
report misconduct.”

massage envy BESET BY 
400 LAwSUITS

Underscar Spa, previously known 
as Oxleys, has just opened in 
a tranquil spot on the southern 
slopes of Skiddaw, looking out over 
Derwentwater to the fells beyond 
Keswick.

The new spa offers holistic 
spa treatments using high quality 
natural products chosen for their 
purity and efficacy using brands 
such as Decléor, Neom Organics, 
Jessica Nails and Kissed by Mii.  
specialist massage treatments 
include a Walker’s Leg Massage 
where the therapist uses pressure 
points and spiralling movements 
to relieve hiking aches and pains. 

The spa also offers tailored day 
packages as well as access 
to leisure facilities include a 
swimming pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, 
steam room and gym.

Although women’s representation in 
science and medicine has increased, 
bias and discrimination is still 
common.

In The lancet’s issue on, 
“Advancing women in science, 
medicine, and global health,” 
Professors sonia Kang and sarah 
Kaplan of the University of Toronto 
identified five myths that continue to 
perpetuate gender bias in the sector.

These myths about diversity 
included the belief that, “bias is 
a problem unique to only a few 
individuals” and “promoting diversity 

contravenes meritocracy”. The 
authors suggested treating gender 
inequality as an innovation challenge, 
changing institutional norms, creating 
a culture in which people feel 
personally responsible for change, 
implementing behavioural guidelines 
and action plans to help people 
translate their goals into action, and 
embedding organisational efforts 
within larger systems that support 
and monitor progress toward diversity 
and inclusion goals. Ref:  10.1016/
S0140-6736(18)33138-6 

lake distriCt sPa undergoes 
MAjOR REfURBISHMENT

myths holding wOMEN 
BACk IN MEdICINE

NOT YET A 
SUBSCRIBER?

holistictherapistmagazine.
com/product-category/

subscriptions



dIARY dATES 
 DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

some unusual events from 
your diary. Why not give 
something different a go? 
Tickets and further details 
from www.eventbrite.co.uk 
unless otherwise stated…

APRIL 
OM & AH AT THE 
MINISTRY - A JOURNEY 
THROUGH THE COSMOS:     
13th Apr - Breath work, 
yoga, glow in the dark paint, 
psychoacoustic soundscapes 
and transcendental vibes at 
london’s Ministry of sound 
from 10am. £49.84 with a 
goody bag to take home.

FIVE DAY SILENT 
MINDFULNESS SPRING 
RETREAT:     
29th Apr - silent sitting and 
walking practice at the Oblate 
Centre, Wistaston Hall, Crewe 
£585. 

MAY 
SWEAT LODGE 
CEREMONY:     
11th May - Experience a 
sacred ancient earth based 
medicine tradition calling on 
mother earth, father sky and 
the four directions. south 
Oxfordshire, £43.23.

THE SHAMAN’S DOORWAY:     
11th May - space at the 
Mill, Manchester. starts at 
£54.49.

‘HEALING THE WHOLE 
PERSON’ - 2019 HEALING 
CONFERENCE:     
18th May - Methodist Central 
Hall, london. starts at £5.00.

NEW LIFE AWAKENING 
RETREAT AND ADVANCED 
WORKSHOP:     
31st May - De Vere 
Theobalds estate, Cheshunt. 
starts at £215.00.

JunE 
SILENCE FOR BEGINNERS 
- A QUIET DAY WITH 
RICHARD CARTER:     
1st June - The royal 
Foundation of st. Katharine, 
london. starts at £45.00.

WHIRLING DERVISH 
CEREMONY AND RUMI & 
FRIENDS POETRY GROUP:
7th June - The study society, 
london. starts at £11.67.

BABAJI’S KRIYA YOGA  
FOR INNER ALCHEMY - 
WEEKEND INITIATION 
PROGRAM:
21st June - The 
Theosophical society, 
london, Free.

SAvE tHE DAtE 
29th November - FHT 
Conference 2019 at The 
King’s Fund in london. Find 
out more at fht.org.uk/events.
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Expressing gratitude to a 

colleague, supplier or client 

will not only improve your 

life, but their own, according 

to a new study from Portland 

state University. The results 

showed that being thanked 

more often at work predicted 

better sleep, fewer headaches 

and healthier eating, because 

it improved work satisfaction. 

So whether it’s a traffic 

warden, a teacher or a 

receptionist, saying thanks 

can make someone’s day… 

Ref: 10.1080/17439760.

2019.1579353. 

TRY THIS… 

researChers highlight the 
danger of vINYL fLOORINg 
ANd fLAME RETARdANT 
UPHOLSTERY ANd fOAM 
TREATMENTS

With growing awareness of the 
dangers of indoor pollution, a team at 
Duke University has discovered that 
children living in homes with all vinyl 
flooring or flame-retardant chemicals 
in the sofa have a six-fold higher 
concentrations of potentially harmful 
semi-volatile organic compounds 
(sVOCs) in their blood or urine than 
children from homes where these 
materials are not present. 

Children living in homes where the 
sofa in the main living area contained 
flame-retardant polybrominated 
diphenyl ethers (PBDes) in 
its foam had a six-fold higher 
concentration of PBDes in their 
blood serum. Exposure to PBDEs 
has been linked in laboratory tests to 
neurodevelopmental delays, obesity, 
endocrine and thyroid disruption, 
cancer and other diseases.

Children from homes that had 

vinyl flooring in all areas were found 
to have concentrations of benzyl 
butyl phthalate metabolite in their 
urine that were 15 times higher than 
those in children living with no vinyl 
flooring. Benzyl butyl phthalate has 
been linked to respiratory disorders, 
skin irritations, multiple myeolma 
and reproductive disorders.

It is believed that similar 
chemicals may be present in therapy 
couches and massage chairs.
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rapport

cAM coach Mark Shields 
on why establishing rapport 
is essential for every holistic 
therapist...

I’Ve never forgotten my first ever coach, Alistair 
Horscroft. At the time, Alistair was living 
Television’s life Guru. I recall him telling me that if 
you can quickly build strong rapport with a client, 
rapidly connecting with them, you are 95% of the 

way to achieving a successful session.
He was so right. Rapport opened the locks of doors 

never opened before, enabled me to get inside the thoughts 
of clients who hadn’t been able to express themselves for 
years, and helped me change people’s lives in a single 
session after only spending an hour with me.

Remember, rapport = client trust, buy-in, commitment, 
focus, confidence and belief. 
No rapport = a lack of client trust, speculation, worry, 
doubt, and disbelief.

Establishing rapport is the undoubted number one skill 
that all practitioners not only have to master but master 
with real style and vigour. Get this right and it will make the 
difference between your success and failure with clients. 

some of us seem to flow through life getting on with 
everyone and are confident in our ability to naturally build 
rapport with other people. Others struggle, are shy and 
really find it difficult to strike up small talk conversations 
and establish a connection with people they don’t know. 

This is mainly down to self-
confidence and self-belief. 

A lack of understanding 

naturally breeds fear. We 

are afraid of what we don’t 

know and understand. 

You know by now that a 

huge component of NlP 

– and success – is modelling. The developers of NlP 

originally observed some of the world’s most amazing 

psychotherapists in action; these people were superb at 

gaining rapport with even the most introverted, closed- 

down clients.

ConneCtion:

holistictherapistmagazine.com

building
the art of
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Thanks to NLP modelling we know exactly what 

they did and how they did it. It’s something you 

can easily learn. Using NlP modelling, you too 

will have confidence and self- belief that you can 

get along with anyone.

In a nutshell, rapport is the ability to join 

someone in their reality or world view and to 

make them feel comfortable. They will feel that 

you have a strong common  bond  and that you 

understand them. These are the things that put 

people at ease, make them more responsive 

to you and make them more likely to trust, like 

and befriend you. What stops this from being 

a manipulative sales technique is that rapport 

is a two-way street. You are effectively opening 

yourself up to another person and really feeling 

what it is like to experience the world as they do.

People like people who are like themselves. 

The old cliché that opposites attract is actually 

just a misunderstanding of the depth and subtlety 

that rapport goes to. In fact, it usually means that 

both people have the ability to be excited by the 

new and different, the sense of specialness and 

uniqueness of being opposites. When you really 

experience rapport in action, you will inevitably 

realise that we are all much more similar to each 

other than we are different. This is a very deep 

level of communication.

OK, back down to earth. Practical matters: 

how can you create rapport? There was a clue 

above. First and foremost by finding things you 

have in common. The most effective ways of 

doing this are by mirroring and matching - two 

concepts that originated in NlP.

Mirroring and Matching
Mirroring is essentially copying and reflecting 

back your client’s physical patterns of behaviour, 

without causing offence and without being 

obvious. 

Matching is almost identical as a concept, but 

normally involves the person’s map of the world, 

their language and beliefs, not just physical 

mannerisms. Here we’ll use the word matching to 

include mirroring.

Matching subtly tells the other person that you 

are rather like them. It can make them feel totally 

at ease and fully responsive to what you have to 

say. Watch two close friends talking and you’ll 

see matching in all its glory. Matching can be 

done in a great variety of ways:

WHOLE BODY MATCHING 

- Adjust your body to 

approximate the other 

person’s physical position and 

behaviour - head, arms, legs, 

toes, hands, feet, fingers etc.

GESTURES - Match the 

person’s gestures - hand waving, 

crossing arms or legs, finger 

movements, head tilts etc.

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS - Match 

movement of ears, eyebrows, eyelids, 

jaw position, nose twitches, mouth 

movements etc.

BREATHING - One of the best – match 

pattern, rate, depth, location.

VOCAL CHARACTERISTICS - Match 

word and sentence length, volume, tempo, 

accent (don’t overdo this!), recurring words 

and phrases they use etc.

If you pay attention to what you do when you 

are talking to a loved one, you’ll see how this is 

done in a way that builds rapport. Be warned 

- you can get too self-aware. When you catch 

yourself raising your tea cup at exactly the same 

time of your spouse all the time it can get a bit 

much! If you go too over the top with this with 

someone you’ve just met, then consciously or 

unconsciously, they will come to the conclusion 

that you are mimicking them, and this can lead to 

trouble. Do not practice on strangers in the pub.

In the clinic, if you get it wrong, you will 

instantly lose rapport. So take it easy. If you are 

any good at all at talking to people, then you will 

see you are probably doing some or all of this 

already. In which case notice the areas – tone and 

rhythm of speech, for instance – that you are not 

doing well, or at all, and practice them. 

Practice this in shops, family interactions 

and with friends. Push it until they notice, but 

start very subtly, just matching a few of their 

behaviors. When someone is in heightened 

emotional state they normally become more 

sensitive to mimicry, so be careful. You can of 

course 

get equally 

fired up with them or 

upset with them and keep rapport that way!

Pacing and Leading
Once rapport is created we then use it to pace 

and lead the client in the direction that we believe 

is most beneficial to them.  It is also  a  barometer  

that  lets  us  know when rapport has been 

broken. We pace - continually match - the client 

and lead them to more resourceful, constructive 

and beneficial states, behaviours and beliefs etc.

rapport and connection are of paramount 

importance in the results we get with our clients. 

Good rapport builds trust, understanding, and 

communication. It is fundamental in achieving 

great results with clients. This is why we find in 

the CAM world the successful practitioners tend to 

invest in coaching training to enhance their armory 

of skills. By building strong rapport you can 

inspire, motivate and lead your clients, helping 

them truly unlock their potential, achieve their 

goals and ultimately take control of their emotions 

and direct their life the way they want it to go. n

Mark Shields is the UK’s leading 

life coach for CAM practitioners. 

You can find out more about Mark and 

his latest courses at   https://courses.

thecamcoach.com/ or by calling 01462 

431112.

i
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The majority of clients will 
check out your website before 
booking an appointment. 
Here’s how to make sure they 
get the right message in five 
easy lessons…
LESSON 1:   Make sure potential 

customers can get in touch easily

This morning I was doing a little research. Three 

websites stood out for me amongst all those I 

visited. Unfortunately they stood out as examples 

of what not to do. The first was for a therapist 

who had made it difficult for potential clients 

to get in touch with her. she had included two 

completely different contact e-mail addresses, 

neither of which worked. One was a gmail.co.uk 

address, a domain that doesn’t exist and the 

other was a hotmail.com address which bounced 

back. I eventually found a third e-mail address via 

her professional association, but decided to look 

elsewhere. 

Most people visit perhaps a hundred web pages 

each day. Accurate figures are difficult to come 

by, but even back in 2002, experts reckoned it 

averaged at over 80 a day, even in the days of the 

dial up modem. That means those who use your 

services have choice. It’s unlikely that you are the 

sole holistic therapist in your area, so make sure 

your contact information is correct.  similarly, if 

you use a contact form on your website, make 

sure that it works properly and that you answer 

enquiries promptly. 

LESSON 2:   Look professional

The second standout website was for a would-be 

guru, offering courses in developing a spiritual 

practice. It’s important to appear professional and 

to help potential clients establish a bond of trust. 

BUSINESS    Marketing

Website
SAYS About

you

What your
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If you are asking for someone’s time and 

money and promising to help with personal 

development of any type, then you need to 

look competent. I’m sure I’m not the only 

person who decided that an offer to, “guide 

yous on your spiritual pathway,” could 

be missed. Make sure your spelling and 

grammar is up to scratch, particularly where 

you are talking about technical aspects 

of your work. Would you trust a therapist 

offering a swede message rather than a 

swedish massage? It may be tempting to 

use common online abbreviations like 4U, 

but it also undermines your professionalism. 

You are talking to your clients, not your 

friends or family. Small things can make a 

big difference when it comes to convincing 

potential clients to get in touch.

LESSON 3:   Project the right image

There’s no doubt that images appeal to 

potential clients, but it’s very easy to choose 

images that are off-putting and don’t match 

the service you are offering or the core 

values of your business. Stock images can 

work well if chosen with care, but it’s often 

unhelpful to show images of models with 

tropical flowers behind one ear, hot stones 

on their back and a luxurious spa setting if 

this doesn’t fit with the reality of your own 

practice. such images can intimidate clients 

and put them off seeking your help because 

they are insecure about their own bodies. 

If you use your own photo then there are 

two things to keep in mind. Firstly, it can 

be worth investing in a session with a 

professional photographer, who can make 

you look your best. Secondly, smile! If your 

photo booth shot looks like a particularly 

grim serial killer’s passport photo, then 

choose something else which conveys 

happiness and your personality. Wearing 

something colourful can make a huge 

difference to the way we are perceived. 

81% of all the information we take in 

is visual and we unconsciously make 

assumptions and value judgments about 

what we see. 

Similarly, the use of an image of a bank of 

smiling, immaculately groomed call centre 

workers with headsets on your contacts 

page suggests something too 

corporate and impersonal. It’s 

also easy to go too far in the 

other direction. Unless you have a 

specialised niche, website images 

that feature lots of pink glittery angels, 

rainbows and unicorns could also deter 

clients from using your services. You are 

a professional holistic therapist, not a six 

year old child, after all. 

LESSON 4:   Be bang up to date

Another way to deter potential customers is 

to unwittingly give the impression that you 

may no longer be in business. If you started 

a blog, but not added to it for two years, 

if your phone line rings out and there’s 

no answering machine message, if your 

Facebook page is still pushing Christmas 

special offers in July, then people may 

think you have shut up shop. It’s the online 

equivalent of having a practice space or 

shop that appears dark from the outside. 

Fresh content is like putting bright lighting 

and a vase of flowers in your window. It lets 

customers know you’re open for business. 

You can prevent this happening by 

preparing material in advance and 

scheduling regular uploads to your blog, 

Facebook page or other social media feeds. 

It needn’t be time consuming – something 

as simple as an inspirational thought, 

image, news snippet or a quick update 

on your opening hours or services is all it 

takes. 

A business that looks lively, vibrant and 

engages with potential customers is more 

attractive than one which appears to be 

moribund. 

LESSON 5:   What you see should be 
what you get

The final website that provides a lesson 

example was a city-centre bar and 

restaurant. Their website included a 

cocktail menu and a food menu. It also 

allowed you to download the full menu, 

which opened a PDF from 2014. 2014! 

As a customer, I have little interest in what 

was being served 

for 

lunch five 

years ago. When we 

arrived for lunch, we were then given a 

menu that differed completely from both 

menus on the website. Our tapas-style 

lunch was great, but it wasn’t what the 

website promised. 

The lesson here is that people rely on 

the information you provide, so it needs to 

accurately represent your services. Does 

your website offer services that you have 

dropped? Are your prices and appointment 

lengths up to date? Perhaps you’ve 

invested in learning an additional therapy 

or two, but don’t seem to have much 

interest in them. Have you added them 

to your website? If the therapies are more 

specialised or less well known, have you 

explained what they are, what happens 

during a session and what the benefits 

are? If not, how do you expect potential 

clients to find out? Have you updated your 

meta-tags and optimised your seO so that 

potential clients looking for that type of 

therapy can find you more easily? 

These might seem to be very obvious 

mistakes, but they are surprisingly 

common. Who knows how many potential 

clients and how much potential income 

is being lost? If you find yourself with a 

spare hour or two, then take the time to 

look at your website from the standpoint 

of a potential customer. Are you suppling 

the information they need to help them 

become your clients? Is it time to consider 

what your website says about you? n

Marketing    BUSINESS
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One of the key areas where a therapist can improve 
both their income and their brand visibility is 
by making custom blended products to offer to 
therapists and spas to use in their businesses. 

Elizabeth Ashley shows you how…
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with
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Boost   
your income



O FTeN when you have studied 

for a long time, you acquire 

almost too much knowhow to 

be able to treat clients with all 

the skills you would like to. Since there are 

only so many hours in the day, there are only 

so many clients you can see face to face for 

consultations and treatments. We have to 

consider if our business is offering us what we 

want. After all, most of us go into this business 

because we want to help people and then 

hopefully, we make enough money to keep 

things going.  Part and parcel of that means 

that the focus of the business shifts and we 

need to ask ourselves if we still have enough 

time to do what makes us happy. 

Making custom blends becomes a wonderful 

way to begin to pass on at least some of that 

knowledge to other companies. It can provide us 

with a steady source of income and free us up to 

focus our attention on the parts of the business 

that give us joy. 

It’s a wonderful way to expand your business 

without the risk of debt or the cost of equity 

and if we weigh the pros and cons of opening 

another clinic against creating products for other 

practitioners to use, the financial benefits are 

endless. 

The initial outlay might, in some cases, be 

quite large but most of the financial risk actually 

gets passed onto the clinic buying the products. 

Often, they will pay up front for their new 

package and for training required to use it. This 

means we have a faster return on investment. 

Moreover, if you have been using a similar 

product to the one you’ve been selling yourself, 

the chances are many of the items required to 

make it will be sitting in your cupboard anyway. 

What you’ll certainly have is the knowhow, the 

supplier connections and the procedures in 

place.

This is the crux, because not only do other 

businesses want to leverage your experience 

but they want to do it as cheaply as possible. 

They will be keenly watching profit margins and 

if they can buy their products from you more 

cheaply than being able to set their business up 

from scratch this is a huge boon for their annual 

revenues. 

Often therapists have the most wonderful 

ideas for new businesses but setting up new 

units takes time. It takes months or research 

and sourcing which can often mean you miss 

opportunities for your business to grow. We’ve 

all been there. We see a gap in the market and 

someone else snaffles it first. Much of that 

comes from the sheer volume of tasks a new 

business presents. When you sell your products 

on to other salons, they will concentrate on 

marketing it and actually treating the customers. 

This frees you up to concentrate on other areas 

of your business, whether that be making more 

products or seeing more patients of your own.

In this business model, there’s no need to 

expand your own workforce or to rent new 

premises. You save time and resources on costly 

items like site selection, local marketing, hiring, 

accounting and payroll. Whilst you certainly will 

need product insurance, it is your customers who 

carry all the responsibility of insurance against 

people slipping or falling off the couch etc. 

Making custom blends 
becomes a wonderful way to 

begin to pass on at least some 
of that knowledge to other 

companies

Consider the difference in staff dynamic too. 

You may have spent many months trying to 

attract the right candidates, training them and 

hoping they become the wonder therapist you 

dreamed of, but they will never work as hard as 

an entrepreneur who has invested time, money 

and resources in getting your products into their 

salon. Not only will they be more motivated to 

ensure your product line sells, but they’ll also be 

constantly looking for ways that they can grow 

your business. 

Creating the products on larger scale may seem 

financially daunting, but replicating the same 

recipes over and over ensures you can volume buy 

ingredients and create smoother production flows 

than you were having when you were just making 

one or two. Often the increase in manufacturing 

costs is not as much as you think. 

Clearly, you will need to price your products 

according to the volume you sell so it is worth 

writing down every step of the process to see 

if there are areas you can improve, cut costs or 

further enhance the product. Jars, for example 

can be a very different commodity than when you 

have been making home treatments. They will 

need to be bigger and should you continue to use 

glass this may impact on the cost of shipping large 

amounts. Parcelforce, for example, don’t ensure 

anything containing glass so perhaps aluminium 

or PeT containers may be a better choice. 

These are important points because while 

your customers want to increase their revenues 

and add new product lines and services they can 

offer their customers, the last thing they want to 

do is make a mistake. Part of the fee they pay 

you is to take away that fear.

Here they benefit not only from your therapy 

experience but your business acumen too. We all 

know how difficult it can be to get a business up 

and running and all the mistakes we encounter. 

They are financially and emotionally costly and 

it’s as much that they are paying for as your 

products. These are products with the hiccups 

ironed out. They are safe, tried and tested 

products that you know can make them money, 

because presumably they will have been your 

highest grossing earners so far. 

Your professional organisation will be able to 

help you with legal requirements with regards to 

any safety certificates you may need and relevant 

product and business insurances. Be clear that 

insurance companies will only give product cover 

to items you can prove you have qualifications to 

make, so it is worth contacting them for advice 

before you entering into contractual agreements. n 

 

Elizabeth Ashley is a 

professional aromatherapist, 

UK NAHA director and the author of the 

best-selling secret Healer essential oil 

manuals. she is a staunch advocate of 

therapists learning to be business people 

and her new course The Professional 

Pain Practitioner not only looks at 

advance aromatherapy techniques to 

manage pain syndromes but also trains 

the student how to build a robust and 

profitable business model around it.

i
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Food Capsules
& Food Granules 

A unique blend of three of Seagreens 
wild Wrack seaweeds in fine-ground 
dried form, Ascophyllum, Fucus and Pelvetia, 
provides a comprehensive natural 
balance of nutrients. For everyday home 
and professional use as a daily dietary 
foundation, in special diets and many 
therapeutic protocols. All-vegetable 
Food Capsules in 2 jar sizes. Without 
capsules, the Food Granules are ideal in 
juices and smoothies or sprinkled into 
food. Nutritional information on pack 
and our website.

www.seagreens.co.uk/foodcaps

Known for nutrition

Seagreens® certified human 
food seaweed products are 
nutrient dense and rich in 
minerals. Very easy to use, 
they add goodness and 
flavour to any meal, and 
are widely used in 
nutritional therapy.

In all good health stores and clinics.

Culinary Ingredient

A classic to rival Marmite! Pure 
Seagreens Ascophyllum milled in grains 
about the size of ground pepper. Use 
raw in almost any dish from soups 
to home-baking! “Breakfasting on a slice 
of bread baked with ground up seaweed rather 
than salt could help burn more calories than 
half an hour on a treadmill” said the Daily 
Telegraph after research at Sheffield 
Hallam University* found Seagreens 
reduced hunger, with no adverse 
effect on nutrient uptake.
*award-winning research published in the 
Journal of Appetite, 2012

www.seagreens.co.uk/culinary

Look on packs for Seagreens®

ingredients in quality products.

Arden Fine Foods • Bart
Bestcare • Clearspring • Cytoplan
Daylesford • G&G Vitamins
Green People • Heather & Heather
Iceland • Macacha • Napiers
Natural Health Practice
Neal’s Yard Remedies • Pukka Herbs
Raw Living • Regenerative Nutrition
Seaman Chips • Slowjuice
The Mushroom Garden • Viridian
Nutrition • Waitrose Cooks Ingredients

Seagreens, 1 The Warren, Handcross,
West Sussex RH17 6DX, Great Britain
Tel: +44 (0)1444 400403
Email: info@seagreens.co.uk 
Trade: tradedirect@seagreens.co.uk
Shops and mail-order stockists:
www.seagreens.co.uk/stockists

www.seagreens.co.uk

UK Research
Councils

Certi� ed by the 
Biodynamic Association

B D A  B D A  B D A  C E R T I F I C A T I O NC E R T I F I C A T I O NC E R T I F I C A T I O N

NutritiousNutritiousNutritiousNutritious                   NutritiousNutritiousNutritious                   NutritiousNutritiousNutritiousNutritious                   NutritiousNutritiousNutritious
Food SeaweedFood SeaweedFood Seaweed

Sales help support the Seaweed Health Foundation

 

Please email your

address fo
r a Booklet

Iodine+ Capsules

Independent research at Glasgow 
University* showed Seagreens 
Ascophyllum improving iodine uptake 
in iodine-insufficient women with 
no adverse effect on thyroid function, 
and more prolonged than potassium 
iodide, commonly used to ‘iodize’ 
table salt. A daily vegan capsule 
provides sufficient iodine to restore 
adequate levels, plus all the addiional 
micronutrients required for iodine 
metabolism, with no additives. 
Iodine Lite+ is best for children and 
some adults. Two Seagreens® Food 
Capsules contain approximately the 
same amount of iodine but with a 
higher proportion of other nutrients. 
Upper tolerable limits for absorbed 
daily iodine are 600µg in the EU 
and 1100µg in the USA. Iodine 
contributes to normal thyroid, 
skin, nervous system and cognitive 
function, energy-yielding metabolism, 
and normal growth in children. 
*published 2014 in the British Journal
of Nutrition

www.seagreens.co.uk/iodineplus



Markets
taking

Jane Sheehan shares 
what she has learned 
about selling abroad…

S OMe years ago, my first footreading 

book, “Let’s Read Our Feet” was 

launched on my website and became 

a best seller on Amazon. It contained 

all the theory my students would need to 

conduct a footreading and therefore enhance 

their reflexology sessions.

I started to get sales enquiries from all over the 

English-speaking world. This brought a new set 

of challenges. If you are going to sell abroad you 

need to update your website so that you have 

the correct postal charges for each country. You’ll 

also need to check what customs documents 

are required depending on your product and its 

ingredients and you should publish your policy 

for what to do if an item goes missing.  

By carefully monitoring the items sent, I 

started to get a feel for how long on average it 

would take for the items to arrive.  Post office 

estimates may not reflect reality.  To avoid any 

negative feedback, make it clear on your website 

when the cut-off date will be for guaranteeing 

goods will arrive before Christmas.  

Be aware of the political climate.  With 

political change, you may find there become 

additional factors to consider when shipping 

items, such as import or export tariffs or even 

trade embargos.  You may have to pay tax where 

there isn’t a reciprocal arrangement with that 

country.  I found the tax office were helpful in 

answering questions, but you don’t always know 

what questions to ask when you first start out.  

Finding a mentor in someone who has done it 

already is a good place to start.  They can help 

advise you about where they found pitfalls and 

how they overcame them.

By carefully monitoring 
the items sent, I started to 
get a feel for how long on 
average it would take for 

the items to arrive.  

With the uncertainty around Brexit, we don’t 

know how it will affect our future shipments 

or imports.  This means we need to keep an 

eye on what is being decided and how foreign 

governments react so that we can react quickly 

to any 

changes.  

The uncertainty 

means it is very difficult for the small business 

to plan ahead.

Mind your language! When I launched my 

French-language version of the book Lisons nos 

pieds, I set up a French-language website with 

all the challenges of orders and enquiries in a 

different language.  Unless you are an expert, 

factor in additional costs for translation and 

keeping your website updated. The decision 

to hold the stock in the UK and post out to 

francophone countries meant that I was able 

to keep the costs low for my customers. It 

also meant I was not able to sell it via Amazon 

because of the additional cost they require in 

commission.  The upside is I get to know all 

the buyers and am able to alert them to any 

workshops I will be running in their country by 

popping a relevant leaflet in with their order.

Selling abroad may be hard work initially, but 

exploring new markets may pay off in increased 

sales and new opportunities. n

JANE SHEEHAN is the UK’s 

leading foot reader.  Her other 

books include The Foot Reading Coach, 

Sole Trader: The Holistic Therapy Business 

Handbook and Reflexes: Physical and 

Emotional.  For more information on Jane’s 

workshops and books please visit. 

 www.footreading.com.
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CASECASE STUDY
professional sports and Hollywood in both clinical and one 

on one settings. I needed something more effective than my 

hands for the soft tissue treatment segment of Fasciology. It 

took a decade to invent the FasciaBlaster™, design it, patent it, 

produce it, package it, and bring it to market.  

The full benefit of healthy fascia is still unknown, but we know 

that the blood and nerves are housed in the fascia, so literally 

every heath issue related to the blood and nerves can be 

impacted by healthy fascia, so everyone can benefit. 

We have over a million users globally. We are constantly 

getting results from new applications for orthopaedic issues, 

neurological implications, autoimmune impact, and motor skills 

in children. What gets the attention of women is that smooth 

fascia presents on the outside with smoothing cellulite and 

having other beauty impacts. I don’t mind why someone buys a 

FasciaBlaster tool, because if they use it for one thing, they will 

get the benefit of the others. 

I funded a single blinded third-party 

extensive study looking at blood markers, 

metabolism, ultrasound of the thighs 

as well as pictures and measurements. 

The initial findings showed a very visible 

change in the fascia in the ultrasound 

images when using the tool. We also 

saw some very hopeful markers, such as 

an increase in collagen production and 

the exercise hormone irisin. And most 

importantly, we checked for stresses on 

the body for safety, and the tools were not 

only effective but safe and 100% holistic. 

Ashley Black shares the lessons she 
learnt from marketing her product, the 
FasciaBlaster, to a global market…

going global

As a kid, I was diagnosed with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. I 

struggled to lead a normal life, but was determined to find my 

own methods to tackle the pain. I took up sport and I was doing 

body work on myself, but this was the 70s so it certainly was not 

the norm. My life came to a halt in my mid-twenties. I contracted 

a deadly bone disease not long after giving birth and was told 

I would spend the rest of my life in a wheelchair. I realised that 

I had to take control. After healing myself through bodywork of 

all types, I wanted to help others. I was obsessed with fascia, 

traveling all over the world looking for gurus, even 

having papers translated from Chinese to better 

understand the gaps in our knowledge.

My determination to find methods that 

worked for others like me, led me to 

develop Fasciology™ - a fascia-centric, 

holistic approach to wellness that uses 

a fusion of soft tissue therapy with the 

FasciaBlaster™ tools, fascial stretching 

with FasciaYoga™  and body 

mechanics with FasciaMechanics™.

I became the go to person 

in American 

BUSINESS    Case Study  
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STUDYIt was fantastic to see the product take off in the US 

and hear so many life-changing stories. We’d been 

receiving enquiries from all over the world asking 

if we would deliver the product to them. So we 

decided to launch globally so that everyone could 

reap the holistic benefits of FasciaBlasting™. We 

have already sold in 54 countries with no marketing 

support, so by exporting we can make the products 

as affordable abroad as we do in the US. 

Celebrity endorsement has been huge for the 

business. The crazy thing is that my personal client 

roster read like the Oscar nominations. I had close 

personal friendships with very famous people before 

launching the FasciaBlaster. I decided to launch on 

my own, never asking a celebrity to post on social 

media. In fact, one night one of my clients was about 

to post to his millions of followers and I stopped 

him. That kind of growth at that time would have 

paralysed the business. To this day, I have never paid 

for a celebrity endorsement.

Celebrities use the product because it works. It 

shows nothing can restore the fascia the way the 

Fasciablaster tools do, because believe me, if 

celebrities could buy healthy fascia, they would! 

The reality is that I have been very fortunate that 

celebrities have come out on their own to speak 

about FasciaBlasting and the knowledge they have 

gained. Some have been long time personal clients 

like Debra Messing from Will and Grace and Patricia 

Heaton from Everybody Loves Raymond. Others, 

I’ve never met. The biggest boost was when I saw 

I saw the season trailer for Keeping Up with the 

Kardashians which featured the FasciaBlaster. You 

can imagine that we had to prepare for the 800m 

views the show gets worldwide. 

There are many pitfalls involved in marketing a 

holistic product or service globally. You need to 

know that not all market places want people to heal 

themselves. It’s a threat to very powerful industries 

that will meet you with incredible resistance, so you 

have to be ready and willing to endure that. 

If you have a product, make sure it’s patentable 

or someone with more money or more following 

can copy you and ride off into the sunset. Protect 

yourself by wrapping your product/ service around 

you and your social media audience as no one else 

can be you.  Do as much as you can on your 

own as inexpensively as you can and don’t 

take money and partners until you have 

to. Then pay them back or buy them off as 

quickly as possible. 

Social media is the alpha and omega of 

reaching a mass audience. What an incredible 

time we live in that I can educate a million 

people at a time by pressing a button on my 

phone. If you want to make a difference in 

the world, social media is a must! When you 

market your products on social media paid 

ads, your feedback is instantaneous. This is 

the key to my market research. I always let 

the numbers dictate my target audience. We 

try all sectors, and the ones that work, we do 

more of it.  

When it came to new markets, I had fewer 

barriers to entry were less than most, as I 

am very fortunate in that my product has 

been patented. The biggest barrier to 

most business is access to capital. I used 

my private business to fund all the research 

and development and launching of the 

FasciaBlaster. 

Fasciology has been a very personal mission, 

stemming from my own health struggles and 

my desire to tackle them for me and people 

like me. So, it’s always been my own drive and 

determination that took the business to the 

next step, with no help from local enterprise 

or supported trade missions. That said, it 

can be worth exploring for many businesses 

wanting to explore new markets. 

The biggest challenge I’ve faced in the 

exporting process is regulation. Globally, 

people are dying to get their hands on the 

products, but getting them registered with 

all the foreign entities is costly and time 

consuming.  It can be worth seeking out 

expert support. n

To find out more about Ashley 

and her products, please visit 

 www.ashleyblackguru.uk

i
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BUSINESS    Business or hobby?

like a
hobby

Massage therapist and 
business coach Magdalena 
Lorynska shares how to 
run your business like a 
business…

Are you running your business like a 
hobby? A hobby is done for pleasure, 
rather than financial rewards and often 
done in free time. While we hope for job 
satisfaction, monetary gain is the point 

of running a business. A successful business pays the 
rent or mortgage and lets us buy things or experiences 
that we desire! 

What if we run a business and we can’t even cover our 
costs? In that case we have to wonder if we are actually 
running a business, because what we may be doing is 
following a hobby that on occasion pays some money. 

Run a business, not a hobby
Several years ago, at a networking event, someone told 

me, “Run a business, not a hobby”.  It’s something 

holistic business owners often forget. Many holistic 

therapists struggle to make ends meet. They struggle 

with booking clients, with cancellations, issues with 

premises, charging enough for their services and finally 

with paying the bills. All of the above points have to 

be addressed if we want to say that we are running a 

business not a hobby.

Create set business 
hours
It is important for both you 

and your clients that you 

know when you are working. 

It will help you to optimise 

your work-life balance. If you 

have enough clients to keep 

you busy for two or three full working days, don’t spread 

those hours over seven days. Use client-free days to 

build your business.

how to avoid
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Create a cancellation policy and 
enforce it
A cancellation policy is a must in any holistic 

business. I understand that you may feel 

apprehensive about enforcing it and I am not 

going to advocate here that you have to. I suggest 

that you use your judgement when deciding on 

allowing clients to miss their appointment and not 

pay for your time. Asking clients for pre-payments 

helps to keep the no show rate down.

Charge appropriately for your 
time 
When setting up fees for your services there are 

some things that I suggest you consider e.g. your 

experience and training, rates in the local area and 

your unique selling point. 

If you are afraid that you will lose some clients 

when you increase your rates, I can most definitely 

tell you that this will be the case. However, before 

you decide not to increase your prices, do your sums!  

If you have 10 clients (we will use this number 

for simplicity) and charge £45 per session, then 

you earn £450 from those clients. After the rate 

increases to £55 per session, one of your clients 

leaves, which means that you only have 9 clients 

and they bring you £495. You work less than 

before, yet earn more. The extra time could be used 

for marketing and helping you to gain more clients 

and therefore grow your business. 

If you are a product-based business, think about the 

amount of time that you spend producing, packing, 

marketing and dispatching an item, as well as your 

costs - if the amount you are charging for the final 

product doesn’t reflect this, then re-evaluate it.

Prioritise the business 
Business owners prioritise their business over things 

like gardening or little life emergencies. When you 

have a hobby you will most likely cancel your client’s 

appointment to pick up your partner from the airport. 

When you have a business and still want to pick up 

your partner from the airport you will plan for it and 

put it in your business diary so it doesn’t disturb your 

business or client sessions. 

These factors are all critical in running a business, 

rather than a hobby, yet they are few training 

courses that really reflect the experience of running a 

business and show you how it’s done. 

I’m lucky as I used my experience from working 

outside of the holistic world and applied it to my 

therapy business. You don’t have to spend years 

working in someone else’s business to achieve 

success in your own. There are 

many great books which will help 

you grasp the basics of running 

a successful business. I also 

highly recommend belonging to 

a mastermind group or a well-

structured networking group. 

I have a great belief that in 

business we have to move 

forward, otherwise we are 

standing still or even worse 

– going backwards. When 

you keep on top of industry 

trends invest in your 

education and improving 

the quality of the services 

or products offered, you 

are doing the best thing 

you could do for your 

business. 

Develop a business mind-set  
Running a business is not like your usual 9 to 5. 

To run a business you have to have a business 

mind-set. To have a business mind-set is to think 

strategically about your business. It is to sMArT plan 

and have achievable goals and a business plan for 

your therapy business. Many practitioners who never 

had the experience of running their own business 

struggle with this concept. I highly recommend you 

start by reading more personal development and 

business books. I suggest Think & Grow Rich by 

Napoleon Hill. 

We can enjoy, like or even love what we do, but 

the solid difference between a hobby and a business 

is that in a business there is always going to be 

something that we do not enjoy as much. It could be 

active sales, negotiating the lease with the landlord, 

asking banks for money or finding an accountant. All 

of these fears will have to be addressed when you 

decide to start running a business. 

When you have a hobby you can leave it for a 

day or a year, this is not the case with a business. 

We can’t leave the business from day to day as 

closing a business is also a time consuming task.

Can a hobby become a 
business?  
The answer is simple – yes it can. If you are ready 

to make a shift to a real business, you will need 

to change a few things around. You’ll need a 

business mind-set, a solid business plan that you 

update regularly, a cash flow spreadsheet, unified 

marketing, and 

a means of taking cashless payments. You 

should also create a client journey. This maps 

out the experience that clients have with your 

business from the beginning, recommendations 

or adverts, to the end which usually is a follow 

up appointment. A client journey is not a straight 

line; it is more of a loop as the idea is that the 

client in a therapy business becomes your regular 

client. Find a business that you admire. research 

what they do right, how they speak to their clients, 

where they find clients, their branding. Apply 

the same principles to your business – unified 

branding, sending the same message to your 

clients so they don’t confuse your services with 

someone else’s, having an area of speciality, 

Before you know it, you’ll be running a 

business, rather than indulging a hobby. n

Magdalena Lorynska is a 

massage therapist, business 

coach and massage tutor in Cheltenham 

where she runs a massage therapy school 

focused on teaching new therapists in 

massage therapy and business skills. 

For more information, please contact 

magdalena@wellnessinmotion.co.uk or 

visit  https://wellnessinmotion.co.uk/

i
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BUSINESS    Special feature    

O Ne of the most efficient ways to 

get your message across and to 

build your business, is to speak 

directly to a live audience.  If you 

get a speaking opportunity, whether it’s for a 

small community group, at a conference or as 

part of a training session, I hope you’ll take it.  

Your job will then be to grab your audience’s 

attention right from the start.

I believe the most important lines are your 

opening lines. Let’s look at different ideas to 

help you get your audience listening intently 

straight away:

Ask an interesting question
Many of the best speeches begin with a simple 

question. Why? Because a good question 

immediately engages your audience. It also 

provides your speech with a simple structure. 

You have asked them a question and can then 

go on to answer it yourself with your speech. 

You’ll know your audience, so think about the 

questions that they will find interesting.

I began a recent speech by asking my audience, 

“Which is the world’s happiest country?” Clearly, 

the more interesting, intriguing and relevant the 

question you begin with, the more your audience 

will be engrossed by it. Let’s take an example of 

a speech on public health. You might begin with, 

“What living creature do you suppose has killed 

more humans worldwide than any other?” The 

answer is not man himself; it is the mosquito, 

because it spreads diseases such as malaria and 

yellow fever. 

Best of all, you can ask the audience a question 

about themselves. If you could go back and 

change one decision in your life, what would it 

be? When was the last time you stepped outside 

your comfort zone? People are immediately 

interested in questions about themselves. 

Posing a question to your audience sets the 

theme for your speech. You can then easily share 

some personal stories and learning points from 

your own life. Having asked them to think briefly 

about challenging moments in their own lives, 

your audience will more readily empathise with 

you.

Use a surprising fact
A startling fact can have the same effect on your 

audience as an interesting question. It wakes 

them up! Think about the public health speech 

I mentioned earlier. You might begin it with, 

“Tobacco has killed more people worldwide than 

the First and Second World Wars combined.” 

You can then go on to comment on ways public 

health can be improved and the important role of 

preventative medicine. 

Try unearthing a startling fact on the therapy 

you are talking about and opening your speech 

with it.

Begin with a quotation
If you want your speech to carry extra authority, 

it can be helpful to open it with a quotation from 

a respected figure. For instance, you might open 

with: “ralph Waldo emerson once said, ‘What 

lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny 

matters compared to what lies within us.’ I’ve 

always believed that’s true: each of us has within 

us a vast well of untapped potential.”

Or have some fun by playing around with a 

learned quote. Offer your audience a fresh ‘take’ 

on a familiar quote. Here is an example I have 

used:

“Einstein once remarked that ‘Imagination is 

more important than knowledge.’ He explained 

that knowledge tells us everything we already 

know about the universe, whereas imagination 

points us towards everything that has yet to 

be discovered. Speaking personally, when I 

Gordon Adams, of Toastmasters International, 
explains how to get your next talk or presentation off 

to a flying start…
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heard that imagination is more important than 

knowledge, I immediately felt a whole lot better 

about my own schooldays. All those happy 

hours I spent in History lessons, gazing out of 

the window and dreaming I was a professional 

footballer…” This helps you connect with your 

audience from the outset.

Tell a story 
People love to hear a story. It is particularly 

helpful if you can start your story with a dramatic 

incident. If you open it with, “I have never 

believed in ghosts, until recently 

when I stayed in a 17th century 

hotel that was rumoured to be 

haunted.” If you begin by taking 

your audience straight into an 

interesting story, you can be 

pretty sure everyone will listen 

from that moment on. 

It worth spending some time 

developing a bank of stories 

that you can use to enhance 

your speeches.

Startle your audience 
Begin with the unexpected. 

For instance, I once began a speech with, “I 

have a confession for you tonight.” I explained 

that I belong to a group which is in a small 

minority within the population and that people 

like me have been persecuted over the ages. 

From that opening, the room was silent, and 

all eyes were on me. everyone was listening 

intently. 

This was a speech about left-handedness and 

how, thankfully, we are no longer persecuting 

left-handed people as was the case in the Middle 

Ages.  At that time, left-handers were sometimes 

accused of witchcraft and put to death. The 

opening led me directly into the key point of my 

speech: a plea for greater tolerance of those in 

our society who are different. 

Links to other occasions 
The date on which you are delivering your 

speech will certainly be significant in some way. 

Look it up online as it may be the anniversary 

of a significant date for health research or the 

birthday of a famous therapist. Or it may be a 

National Day of some kind, as most days are. 

For example, the National Day of Listening or 

the National Holistic Pet Day. Find a way to 

reference the occasion at the start of your speech 

and you can then weave that reference into the 

narrative of your speech.

Einstein once remarked 
that ‘Imagination is more 

important than knowledge.’ 
He explained that knowledge 
tells us everything we already 

know about the universe, 
whereas imagination points us 
towards everything that has yet 

to be discovered. 

Use a visual aid dramatically 
Using a visual aid dramatically at the start of 

your speech can get your audience to sit up. 

One wonderful example is from Dananjaya 

Hettiarachchi, Toastmasters International 2014 

World Champion of Public Speaking.  He takes a 

flower from his pocket and explains that everyone 

is like a flower: each of us has something about 

us that makes us special. He then tears off 

the petals and throw everything into a bin, as 

he speaks about how life can break us. At the 

end, after speaking about how caring support 

from others can put us back together again, he 

retrieves an intact flower from that bin. Gripping 

and memorable!

You have an important message to share so 

it is worth spending time trying out different 

ways to open your speeches, talks and training 

sessions.  Notice what works.  Your future 

audiences will thank you. n

 

Gordon Adams is a member 

of Toastmasters International, 

a global not-for-profit organisation. 

There are more than 400 clubs and 

10,000 members in the UK and 

Ireland. Members follow a structured 

educational programme to gain skills 

and confidence in public and impromptu 

speaking, chairing meetings and time 

management. To find your nearest club, 

visit  www.toastmasters.org.
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T He All-Party Parliamentary Group for 

Integrated Healthcare (PGIH) began 

in 1986. It meets every three months 

and focuses on activities to integrate 

complementary therapies and traditional healthcare. 

Its aim is to stimulate well-informed debate and 

contribute to the development of knowledge and 

policies within the industry.

The Group recently published its first report 

‘Integrated Healthcare: Putting the Pieces 

Together’. This report urges government to embrace 

complementary, traditional and 

natural medicine 

to assist with 

addressing the 

key health issues 

affecting the country. 

It was produced in 

consultation with 113 

complementary and 

alternative medicine 

organisations, 

including the CNHC.

CNHC Chief 

Executive, Margaret 

Coats, regularly attends and participates in the 

Group’s meetings.  she also contributed to the report 

which makes several recommendations, including:

n   extending access to Personal Health Budgets 

(PHBs) (which give people receiving long 

term healthcare greater control over how 

they spend their allocated treatment budget)

n   urging the National Institute for Health and 

Care Excellence (NICE) to consider patient 

outcome measures such as MYMOP (Measure 

Yourself Medical Outcome Profile) and MYCAW 

(Measure Yourself Concerns and Wellbeing – 

for use in cancer support services)

n   and initiating government run NHs pilot projects 

to look at non-traditional ways of treating 

patients with long-term and chronic conditions.

The first recommendation is also highlighted in 

the newly published NHs long Term Plan. This 

Plan states that the NHs ‘will accelerate the roll 

out of Personal Health Budgets (PHBs) to give 

people greater choice and control over how care 

is planned and delivered.’ It goes on to say that 

up to 200,000 people will benefit from a PHB 

by 2023/24, and that 

this offer will extend 

to mental health 

services and those 

receiving specialist 

end of life care. 

The Parliamentary 

Group also urges 

government 

to act on the 

recommendations 

in the 2017 

report ‘Untapped 

resources: Accredited registers in 

the Wider Workforce’, published jointly by the 

royal society for Public Health (rsPH) and the 

Professional standards Authority for Health and 

social Care (PsA). This report highlights the 

potential ways that practitioners on accredited 

registers such as CNHC’s could contribute to 

addressing the growing public health crisis in the 

UK. The Untapped resources report states that: 

“Practitioners registered with CNHC support 

public health by encouraging their clients to 

make arrange of lifestyle changes. These include 

improvements to diet and nutrition, support with 

giving up smoking and losing weight, support 

with reducing stress, improving sleep, managing 

pain and other symptoms.” 

If you are keen to see complementary healthcare 
more widely used and recognised, there are 
several steps you could take. One is through 
undertaking research, such as collecting patient 
outcome measures using MYMOP and/or MYCAW 
(see resorces below). You could also attend a local 
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) meeting or 
discuss the report with a hospice and/or palliative 

care facility you work or volunteer at. n 

Resources 

The Integrated Healthcare report can be 
downloaded at:  http://icamhub.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/PGIH-Report-
Download.pdf

Details about MYMOP can be found at: 
 http://www.bris.ac.uk/

primaryhealthcare/resources/mymop/

Details about MYCAW can be found at: 
 http://www.bris.ac.uk/primaryhealthcare/

resources/mymop/sisters/ 

Find your local Clinical Commissioning 
Group (CCG) at:  https://www.nhs.uk/
Service-Search/Clinical-Commissioning-
Group/LocationSearch/1 

NHS Long Term Plan:  https://www.
longtermplan.nhs.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2019/01/nhs-long-term-plan.pdf 

Untapped Resources: Accredited 
Registers in the Wider Workforce: 

 https://www.cnhc.org.uk/sites/default/
files/Downloads/Untapped-Resources_0.pdf

If you are CNHC registered and 

you’d like to raise awareness of 

complementary healthcare, please contact us 

on info@cnhc.org.uk or 020 3668 0406.

The CNHC’s Michael Watson discusses the organisation’s role in the All-Party 
Parliamentary Group for Integrated Healthcare…
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cnHc  contRIbutES to REPoRt 
uRgIng govERnMEnt to EMbRAcE 

coMPLEMEntARY tHERAPY 
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Dr Elena Fiorin, explained, “These ferns have 

been used by herbalists, surgeons, doctors, and 

other healers for centuries across europe, but until 

now we have only had written documents that 

describe their use. Old herbal texts show that the 

fern plants were exclusively used to cure particular 

diseases, most commonly what we would now 

recognise as dandruff, a common cold, kidney 

stones, and alopecia. There is also reference to 

the plant being used to stimulate menstrual flow in 

women. Ref: 10.1002/oa.2718

RAINFOREST FOOD INCREASES KIDS’ 
MICROBIOTIC DIVERSITY

An international team of researchers has shown 

that immersing city dwellers in the traditional 

lifestyle and diet of a rainforest village for sixteen 

days increased the diversity of the visiting 

children’s gut microbiota, but not that of adult 

visitors. The visitors ate a low fat, very high fibre 

all-natural diet with a little animal protein.

The research team noted, “Urban adults have 

already lost that gut microbe diversity. If you 

move to a high-diversity diet, maybe you cannot 

‘bloom’ diversity because you simply don’t have 

those microbes present anymore.” Ref: 10.1128/

mSphere.00193-18

A selection of new research of 
interest to Holistic therapists…

BLOOD TEST OBJECTIVELY MEASURES 
PAIN SEVERITY

Pain is a very individual symptom of illness, 

particularly where it comes to chronic conditions 

and self-reported pain scales. recent research 

shows the brain reacts as if a severe pain stimulus 

has occurred where it expects pain, even where 

no stimulus is applied. In other cases, pain is often 

dismissed by medical professionals as being less 

severe or even imaginary when compared to the 

patient’s own experience.

A team at Indiana University school of Medicine 

has developed a blood test which objectively 

measures pain using the presence of certain 

biomarkers. These biomarkers allow doctors 

to assess the severity of the pain the patient 

is experiencing, and provide treatment in an 

objective, quantifiable manner. It is hoped that 

the discover will lead to more appropriate levels 

of painkiller prescription and better matching 

with the most appropriate drugs, reducing the 

over-prescription of opioids. Ref: 10.1038/s41380-

018-0345-5  

INTENSIVE YOGA IMPROVES 
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

According a study published in restorative 

Neurology and Neuroscience, eight weeks of 

intensive yoga practice significantly decreases the 

severity of physical and psychological symptoms 

in patients with active rheumatoid arthritis. 

Marked improvements were seen in the levels of 

certain inflammatory biomarkers and assessments 

of functional status and disease activity in 

patients studied, demonstrating yoga’s promotive, 

preventive, curative, and rehabilitative potential for 

achieving optimal health.

“An intensive yoga regimen concurrent with 

routine drug therapy induced molecular remission 

and re-established immunological tolerance. In 

addition, it reduced the severity of depression 

by promoting neuroplasticity,” explained lead 

investigator, rima Dada of the All India Institute of 

Medical sciences. 

72 participants undertook 120 minutes of yoga, 

five days a week for eight weeks and showed 

significant improvement in systemic biomarkers 

of neuroplasticity, inflammation, immune-

modulation, cellular health integrity, and aging in 

association with the positive clinical outcome of 

reduction in depression severity, disease activity, 

and disability quotient in rA patients following 

the intensive yoga based treatment. Ref: 10.3233/

RNN-180875

MEDIEVAL REMAINS INDICATE 
MEDICINAL USE OF FERNS

The remains of a medieval skeleton has shown 

the first physical evidence that a fern plant may 

have been used for medicinal purposes in cases 

such as alopecia, dandruff and kidney stones. The 

dental calculus remains of a male aged between 

21 and 30 years found in spain’s Balearic Islands, 

showed a collection of cells in which spores are 

formed from the underside of a fern leaf. It is 

thought that the ferns were taken in the form of a 

sweetened infusion. 
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therapist and client, 

building trust and a time 

to find out your client’s 

needs and expectations 

during their visit.

Similarly, Balinese 

Body Palming has 

been utilised within 

various cultures 

for thousands of years to assist in 

relaxation, clarity and stimulation of the energy 

channels. We have harnessed the energy of Balinese Body 

Palming and incorporated it into all of our USPA treatments. 

You need to think of your treatments as taking your clients on a 

sensory journey. How can you incorporate touch, smell, taste, 

sound and vision into your service offering? How can you use 

heat, cold, music, liquid or colour to create sensation? How 

can you increase a sense of well-being, calm, serenity and 

help your client’s stress ebb away? At USPA, our 

rituals are based on the ancient Chinese idea 

of, “take in the fresh and exhale the stale,” 

which allows the client to concentrate on 

their breath thereby allowing their heart 

rate to drop and relaxation to take over the 

body. Therapists should stay true to these 

signature elements of giving the client 

the time they need. This dedication 

will ultimately provide growth for 

the practice as well as the ultimate 

experience for the client.

The results speak for themselves; 

clients feel relaxed, re-energised and reinvigorated 

depending on the ritual style used. The relaxation that comes 

with the USPA experience, or any well-designed ritual, should 

last well beyond the duration of their appointment. This creates 

a lasting bond between therapist and client, because of the way 

a well-designed and delivered ritual makes the client feel. It also 

provides a unique selling point for your business. n

To find out more about USPA products and rituals 

please call 01440 786644or visit  www.cressuk.com

Sinead Steel, Brand Manager for the new 
to UK brand USPA, explains why clients want 
more than just treatments…

Ritual: upgrading 
treatments to experiences

Market research studies show that many consumers, particularly 

younger consumers, are choosing to spend their disposable 

income on experiences, rather than products. They no longer 

want to settle for just a treatment. Feeling special, 

being immersed in a multi-sensory experience and a 

nurturing connection – having an experience, in 

short – is what consumers now look for. 

If you are simply offering treatments, you 

could be missing out on potential 

customers and the chance to benefit 

from offering added value 

and reaping better returns. 

The good news is that all 

treatments, no matter how big 

or small, can be incorporated into 

an experience, or a ritual. 

USPA is a brand which has been specifically 

designed to meet the demand for ritual by 

providing authentic sensory experiences and 

rituals using the highest quality active ingredients 

for the skin. USPA is all about nurturing the body and 

soul. USPA products are formulated with naturally 

active botanical ingredients, the result of perfect chemistry, 

science and nature. They are free from sulphates, mineral 

oils, parabens, artificial colours, SLS & SLES, PEGs, synthetic 

fragrances and plastic micro-beads and are not cruel to animals, 

making them ideal for holistic therapists. 

Even the most mundane part of your therapy session can become 

part of a ritual. For example, aromatherapists and bodyworkers 

could elevate the action of washing a client’s feet with a Grounding 

Foot Bath. This is carried out at the very start of the treatment 

allowing calming and nurturing energy to flow between the 

BUSINESS    Case Study  
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A s a holistic therapist, you work hard 

in your business. You’re probably 

hands-on, not only with your 

clients, but also managing your 

finances. Focusing on profit can be a struggle.  If 

your holistic business is making your less profit 

than it should given all the time you put in, there 

is a fair chance that you are making some profit 

mistakes that I see in many businesses.  Let’s 

look at what these are and how you can do 

something different in the future and get more in 

return for your valuable work.

COMPETING ON PRICE

The mistake I see here is to look at your 

competitors’ prices and under cut them to win 

business. In the long run, you find yourself not 

making profits because your costs have gone up. 

It also becomes difficult to raise your prices when 

you’ve attracted price sensitive customers.

CASH IN THE BANK 

If you start to gauge the profitability of your 

business based on the bank balance you are 

making a common mistake. For example, your 

business might be making a loss even with cash 

in the bank because:

You are not paying yourself a 
reasonable salary

You have not paid your suppliers 
or other creditors

You have received advance cash 
from your customers

You have not taken any reasonable 
drawings or dividends

Payroll expenses have not been 
reflected in the accounts

You haven’t made adjustments for 
all expenses 

The cash is from last year’s profits

This list isn’t exhaustive, but covers the common 

areas where your cash goes. Talk to your 

accountant and go through the above list together 

with other factors specific to your business.

1% INCREASES

A study by McKinsey and Co, 

the global consulting firm, 

revealed that increasing 

pricing has a bigger 

influence over your 

profits than reducing 

costs or increasing sales 

volumes. Most small 

business entrepreneurs 

do not go through the 

exercise of assessing the 

power of a mere 1% increase 

in price, a 1% increase in sales, 

a 1% decrease in variable costs and 

1% decrease in fixed costs. 

Next time you sit down with your accountant, 

ask him or her to run these numbers for you 

and show you the impact it would have on your 

profits. Would you lose a lot of customers due 

to a mere 1% increase in price? When you are 

providing a high-quality service which your 

customers value and know they are benefitting 

from this may not be the case.

LOW MARGINS

This is an important indicator of profitability. 

The next time you get your accounts, take the 

direct costs of sales or direct expenses out 

from the revenue. Then divide that number by 

the revenue. That is your gross profit margin. 

Using simple number for clarity let’s assume 

your revenue is £1,000 and your materials/

direct labour/direct expenses cost you £700. The 

difference of £300 divided by £1,000 revenue 

gives you a margin of 30%. This means that for 

every £1 of sales, you are making 30p in gross 

profit. This tells you how profitable you are at the 

gross margin level. If this margin is too low, then 

you’re unlikely to be making net profit because 

there won’t be enough to cover your overheads.

WRONG CALCULATION OF PRICE 

Having ascertained your profit margins 

of 30%. You take your costs. 

let’s say it’s £100. What do 

you do? You apply 30% 

to the costs. You then 

decide to charge £130. 

It makes sense, right? 

Well not quite. If you 

take your £100 costs 

from the £130 revenue 

(price) you get £30. 

Now divide that by £130. 

You now get 23%. You’ve 

just lost 7% profit margin 

without a blink. 

NOT TAKING PROFITS FIRST

In his book Profit First, Mike Michalowicz makes 

a compelling case for opening another bank 

account and transferring your profits before you 

make payments to anyone. So, if you’ve worked 

out that your net profit on every sale is 10%, 

then a safe way to see and secure those profits 

is to transfer it straight away to your “profit bank 

account”. That way you are forced to make do 

with the remaining 90%.

If your holistic business is 
making your less profit than 
it should given all the time 
you put in, there is a fair 

chance that you are making 
some profit mistakes that I 

see in many businesses.

Jonathan Amponsah CTA FCCA, of The Tax Guys, looks at some common mistakes made 
by holistic therapists that cause profits to leak away…

BUSINESS    Leaking profits? 

ARE You LoSIng YouR  PRofItS?
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Leaking profits?    BUSINESS

FEAR OF INCREASING PRICES

Another classic mistake is to put off price 

increases for fear of losing clients. You may lose 

some clients, but let’s do the maths. let’s say 

you have 20 clients and your annual revenue 

is £1,300 per client, so you have £26,000 

revenue. If you put prices up by 10%, your new 

revenue will £28,600. If you lose 10% of your 

customers (2 customers x 1,300 = £2,600), your 

revenue will revert to £26,000 but with two fewer 

customers and fewer resources needed to service 

your clients. Depending on how you approach the 

price increase and how you communicate it, you 

may well find yourself pleasantly surprised 

that fewer than 10% of your 

customers will leave.

NOT TRACKING NUMBERS

When it comes to profits, 

the biggest mistake is 

not knowing the profit 

numbers that matter 

in your business. Your 

gross profit margin, 

profit per staff, profit per 

client or project, net profit 

margin, breakeven number, 

your monthly costs and your prices 

are all important numbers to track and focus 

on. If you currently speak to your accountant 

impacts on the bottom line 

-your net profit margin 

- assuming constant 

overheads. Were you 

intending to have a 

26.6% drop in your 

margins by offering 

a 10% discount? The 

point here is to be aware 

of the profit effect of price 

discounts and use it to get a 

better win-win deal.

A LAST WORD

If you are running a business as a massage 

therapist, reflexologist or other holistic business 

you may well feel you need to spend all your 

time with your clients. However, to make a living 

means making a profit so focus on this too and 

you’ll find your business is in better shape and 

helping more people. n

Jonathan Amponsah CTA FCCA 

is an award winning chartered 

accountant and tax adviser who advises 

entrepreneurs on business and profit 

improvement. Jonathan is the founder and 

CEO of The Tax Guys. Find out more at 

 www.thetaxguys.co.uk.

once a year only to be told 

how much tax to pay 

with no access to your 

key numbers, then it 

is unlikely you will be 

able to improve on your 

results. 

The good news is 

that with so many 

online accounting apps 

on the market, (FreeAgent, 

QuickBooks and Xero), 

entrepreneurs should no longer be flying 

blind in their businesses. 

GIVING DISCOUNTS

Holistic therapists, 

especially those new to 

the business, often offer 

discounts. This drains 

profitability. If you are 

making 30% margin 

on sales of £100 

and you offer a 10% 

discount. Your revenue 

drops to £90 but you’ve 

kept your costs the same. 

Your margins drop to 22% (£90 

less £70 divided by £90). That 10% 

discount means a 26.6% drop in your margins. 

This is just the beginning because it also 

i
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BUSINESS    Workplace Wellbeing

A new wellbeing survey 
from cigna shows that our 
“always on” culture creates 
stress and leaves many of us 
at breaking point…

AFTer a day in your practice room, do 
you unplug your computer and switch 
off your phone? Do you find yourself 
feeling stressed and torn between 
competing demands, never feeling quite 

in control or able to keep up with what your clients and 
family need from you? Does the phrase, “I just need to get 
this…” fall from your lips several times a day? 

If so, you’re not alone.  Technology, unless we control 
it, comes to rule our lives. We feel we need to answer a 
Facebook message, to check our likes or to reply to a text 

even when we’re supposed 
to be relaxing or focussing 
elsewhere.  This, “always on, 
always available” culture is 
having a serious effect or our 
relationships, business and 
personal wellbeing. 

A newly-released global 
survey of 13000 people in 23 different countries by 
Cigna, the health service company, shows that 84% of 
us feel stressed at or about work, 13% to the point of 
feeling unable to cope.  UK figures suggest 79% 
of women feel stressed at work, as do 66% of 
men. It’s down to heavy workloads, financial 
concerns and personal health issues. It’s 
thought that women feel stressed more 
frequently because of the need to balance 
work and family life, more so than men.  
Men’s reluctance to acknowledge mental 
health concerns may also influence the 
outcome.

Breaking
POINT
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Those sandwiched between caring for children 

and elderly parents often experience the most 

stress over a sustained period of time, with 

associated problems such as poor diets and poor 

sleep patterns. Only 27% of women believe they 

eat a properly balanced diet, compared to 38% 

of men. Men also report better sleep patterns, 

with a third sleeping well, compared to just 22% 

of female survey respondents. 

Part of the problem is our inability to walk 

away from our work at the end of each day. We 

take calls from clients, accept bookings outwith 

our core hours, check and respond to social 

media. It’s more difficult when we’re trying to 

build our own businesses or have sole financial 

responsibility and bills to meet. That missed 

call may be our big opportunity. so we always 

have one eye on what’s going on around us and 

another on our phones, even at dinner or in bed. 

Forbes reports that 71% of smartphone users 

take their phones to bed, a figure that rises to 

90% for those aged 18-29. Even more extreme, 

Huffington Post suggested back in 2013 that 

almost 1 in 10 US adults checks their phone 

during sex. 

This split in our attention means we are 

never mindful. We can’t fully give ourselves to 

experiencing the moment. We don’t switch off 

and that impacts on our physical and mental 

health as well as our businesses. We don’t 

listen to those around us and gradually our 

relationships erode.  Granted, many holistic 

therapists identify closely with their businesses, 

to the extent that they are, in essence, a walking 

advertisement for their 

business and 

the 

holistic treatments they offer. Yet 

stress leads to poor eating choices, 

a lack of focus, poor sleep and 

irritability which all undermine this 

aspect of our businesses. The more 

we stress, the worse it becomes. The 

less we convince potential clients that 

our lives are sorted, the more stressed we 

become. If we are always on, we have no 

time to be ourselves and no time for ourselves. 

So what can be done to separate life and work?

The more we stress, the 
worse it becomes. The less we 
convince potential clients that 
our lives are sorted, the more 

stressed we become

The first step is in recognising whether this 

is a problem for you. If you find yourself feeling 

tired, run down, tearful and unable to cope, or 

experience mood swings, or the desire to run 

away from your entire life, these may be signs 

that you are approaching breaking point. If so, 

you need to evolve some strategies which help 

you to make lasting changes. Let’s say you find 

yourself answering work e-mails until midnight. 

There are very few communications that are 

sufficiently urgent and important that they could 

not wait till working hours. Does your co-worker 

really need to know if you have a spare bottle of 

massage oil at 10pm? They won’t be using it till 

the following day at best, after all. You may believe 

that answering immediately makes you appear very 

organised and efficient. What it actually shows is 

that you’re the person they feel they can dump 

their problems on and that you’ll sort it out. They 

would rather inconvenience you than themselves. 

Not answering until working hours sets a clear 

boundary between you and your clients, boss 

or co-workers. Such boundaries prevent 

you feeling overwhelmed and suffering 

stress. 

Take it gradually; start by leaving 

your phone or tablet in a different 

room when you go to bed. The blue 

light from these devices has been 

shown to mess with sleep cycles, 

so you’ll be doing yourself a 

favour anyway. Then set yourself 

deadlines beyond which you will 

not respond to social media or text. 

say 

9pm, 

then 

7.30pm, then 

from the moment you 

eat dinner, then in strict alignment with your set 

working hours. 

It can be worth learning mindfulness to help 

balance your work and life. Schedule a gap 

between clients to re-ground and refocus your 

mind and energies and mark the transition of 

each working day to non-working time with a 

small ritual. It could be diffusing a certain aroma, 

changing out of your work clothes, writing a line or 

two in a gratitude journal, or making a list of things 

to do the following day. Whatever you choose 

represents a clean break between work and other 

aspects of your life. 

similarly, having other plans can help you 

break away from the “always on” culture. Part of 

the reason we answer texts or check our social 

media is that we’re not doing anything else. If it’s 

a fine evening, take a stroll or a bike ride. Head to 

the gym or the cinema, or just have an indulgent 

phone-free bath. Do something with friends or 

family. Go for a coffee or have a chat. It needn’t be 

expensive, but it should involve putting your phone 

away!

Don’t be afraid to seek help. This might be 

something practical like bringing in someone to 

help with aspects of your job you don’t enjoy, such 

as admin, or reception, or a formal or informal 

mentoring arrangement. You probably listen to 

others share their health, wellbeing and personal 

issues every day, so you know the benefits sharing 

a problem can bring in terms of stress reduction 

and identifying a clear path towards goals and 

improvements. Talk to a friend, swap experiences 

with a fellow holistic therapist or work with a life or 

business coach before you reach breaking point. 

Take back control of your work-life balance now. n

Workplace Wellbeing    BUSINESS
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SOUND healing is one of the oldest 

forms of healing known to man. 

sound healing was used by the 

ancient civilisations of China, egypt, 

Greece and India. The oldest known musical 

instruments include bone flutes, which date back 

over 42,000 years and resonant rocks.  In the 

Bible, David played his harp to lift King saul’s 

depression and Handel wrote his Water Music to 

help King George’s problems of memory loss and 

depression.

sound Healing is the application of sound 

through the voice and instruments to balance 

mind, body and spirit. It’s a natural way to treat 

pain and illness. sound healing is simple to 

use and has no harmful side effects. recent 

scientific research has shown that certain sound 

frequencies help to heal the body and speed up 

the body’s natural healing processes.

HOW SOUND HEALING WORKS 
The body is made up of energy vibrating at 
different frequencies. Illness is caused by 
disharmony within the body, mind and emotions. 
sound healing helps to bring the body, mind 
and emotions back into harmony. Sound healing 
works due to the principles of Resonance, 
entrainment, Intention, rhythm, Harmonics, 
Musical Intervals, Prayer and Mantras.

Resonance - Hospital doctors now use sound 
waves to break up kidney stones and gallstones. 
Ultrasound is also used to destroy many different 
types of tumours. Infra-sound is now used to 
decrease pain, reduce swelling and inflammation 
and accelerate healing at a cellular level. 
research has shown that healthy cells in our 
body enjoy the vibration of sound, while some 
cancer cells can be destroyed this way.

Entrainment - The powerful rhythmic vibrations 
from one source will cause less powerful 
vibrations of another source to synchronise with 
the vibration of the first source. If we create a 
positive harmonious sound over another person, 
their body will lock onto that sound and gradually 
come back into balance.

Intention - We can see the principle of intention 
at work when a mother sings her baby to sleep. 
In a sound Healing treatment, the sound carries 
our healing intention to the person receiving 
treatment.

Rhythm - some music is energising and other 
music is calming. Listening to slow music like 
Pachelbel’s Cannon at 64 beats a minute slows 
down our heartbeat and our breathing. each 
rhythm has a different effect on the body.

Harmonics - All natural sounds contain 
harmonics, as does all music except electronic 
music. When we hear music that is rich in 

Sound
healing

Simon Heather of the College of Sound Healing 
introduces this technique…

BUSINESS    Technique  
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harmonics, like Gregorian chant or Indian 
classical music, it creates an altered state of 
consciousness and changes our brain patterns.

Musical Intervals - If we sing or play two 
different notes we create a musical interval. each 
musical interval creates a different mathematical 
ratio and each interval will have a different effect 
on our body, emotions and mind. Consonant 
intervals are healing while discordant intervals 
help us to express painful emotions.

Prayers and Mantras - repeating prayers 
and mantras has a calming effect on the mind 
and helps the person focus on positive energies 
rather than worrying about their problems.
A research project carried out at Concordia 
University in Montreal, Canada by Dr shelley 
Snow, found that subjects who experienced sound 
healing experienced a change from negative to 
more positive thought patterns and to the relief 
of pain. People receiving sound healing reported 

that they felt relaxed and calm afterwards. You 
can find out more about this at https://www.

collegeofsoundhealing.co.uk/research.php.

THE BENEFITS OF SOUND 
HEALING 
sound Healing stimulates 
the body’s natural healing 
mechanisms.  It can relieve 
headaches, menstrual pain, 
back pain and other ailments. 
Most sound healing treatments 
treat the whole person rather 

than focussing on particular symptoms. 
sound Healing is a natural form of healing 

and is completely safe if practised by a qualified 
sound healer. sound Healing should be used 
to complement medical treatment, rather than 
replace it. Most conditions will respond to sound 
healing. We will generally not treat people with 
epilepsy, Ménière’s Disease and women in the 
first three months of pregnancy. 

sound Healers use a wide range of 
instruments such as crystal bowls, drums, 
gongs, Tibetan bowls and tuning forks. All 
these instruments have a healing effect. Gongs 
have been shown to produce huge amounts of 
ultrasound which is now used widely in medical 
healing. Tuning Forks have the ability to release 
nitric oxide in body tissues. Nitric oxide is 
involved in many of the healing processes in the 
body. Many sound Healers also use their voice 
to direct healing sounds into the client’s body. 
The human voice can be used to diagnose areas 

of imbalance in the body as well as to project 

healing tones into the client’s body.

A TYPICAL TREATMENT SESSION
A sound Healing treatment will last between 45 
minutes and an hour. Usually, the client will lie on a 
therapy couch while the practitioner makes sounds 
with their voice and chosen instruments. Most people 
feel deeply relaxed after a sound healing treatment. 

Generally, people need more than one sound 
Healing session to get their body into balance. 
We recommend that people have three weekly 
treatments, then review the progress. If a person 
has a serious illness they may need more 

sessions before they start to feel well again. 

TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS 
The College of sound Healing offers four sound 
Healing Practitioner Training Courses in the UK. 
These cover sound Healing Training with the 
Voice, Gong Practitioner Training Courses, sacred 
Drumming Training Courses and Bowls Practitioner 
Training Courses. All these certified courses 
concentrate on practical experiential learning. 

Look for a training school which offers 
accredited courses, well-qualified and experienced 
staff and good student reviews. The College of 
Sound Healing is a non-profitmaking organisation 
and is a member of the Therapeutic sound 
Association, the Complementary Medical 
Association and the IICT. One of the best ways 
to discover if you would enjoy training in sound 
Healing is to book a session with a qualified 
practitioner and experience it for yourself. The 
College of sound Healing has over 350 members. 
The typical charge for a sound healing session is 
between £30 and £40. To find a Practitioner click 
on the Practitioner heading on the College website 

at https://www.collegeofsoundhealing.co.uk. n

simon Heather is an internationally 

known workshop leader, sound healer 

and author, with over 20 years’ experience.  He is 

a qualified acupuncturist, healer and bodyworker.

In 2004, simon founded of the College of 

Sound Healing. This is a non-profit making 

organisation dedicated to promoting sound 

healing in the UK. For more information, 

please visit www.collegeofsoundhealing.

co.uk or   www.simonhealther.co.uk
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OUR STORY 
SOiL Organic Aromatherapy was born from a 
passion to bring the health and balancing  
benefits of essential oils to homes and  
families across the globe.  The fertile soils 
and high rainfall of the family farm in  
Zululand, South Africa, combined with the 
rich local heritage of medicinal plants formed 
the perfect foundation from which to develop 
and refine their oils.  From their small  
agricultural project, the brand has been built 
by a dynamic husband and wife team into an 
internationally recognised brand, known for 
its integrity, purity and traceability of all our 
products.
 For SOiL, organic is not just a  
certification that is required- it is a way 
of life, of farming and of doing business. 
The team ensure their 100% organic status 
through the entire growth cycle – from  
cultivating root stock to harvest. The majority 
of our oils are still produced on the family 
farm however we have extended our search 
for unique quality organic oils to all over 
Africa. 
 We consistently strive to bring 
our clients certified organic essential oils 
from ethical, sustainable sources and we are 
committed to being a company that values the 
environment, our customers, our employees, 
and the rural community in which we operate 
Our products are certified by ECOCERT 
Greenlife and ECOCERT COSMOS, we are 
proud of our pioneering approach to organic  
farming, which has formed the foundation of 
our success in developing this eco-ethical  
aromatherapy range.

 

Distilling quality oil, is a blend of art and 
science.  We have spent years identifying the 
perfect varieties to grow, the perfect time to 
harvest where the qualities are the most  
concentrated and the  perfect extraction 
process to ensure that oils retain all of their 
qualities. 
 We take our responsibility to our 
customers seriously, and will always provide 
the highest quality products at the best value 
we can offer. Importantly, what we say on our 
labels is exactly what they contain – no more 
and no less.
 SOiL Organic Aromatherapy is 
a brand owned by Veld Botanicals, a family 
owned and managed company. 
A vertically-integrated company, we farm, 
process, distribute and market our own 
products. By manufacturing, packaging and 
distributing directly from our farm, we can 
control the whole process, this means that 
we are able to manage the quality, purity and 
price of each product effectively. 
 We believe in offering our  
customers high quality certified organic  
products that meet their needs for an ethically  
produced, farm-to-shelf approach that  
supports sustainable growth and development.

OUR VALUES

PHILOSOPHY
Our brand has integrity. We believe in organic 
certification as your guarantee that a product 
is truly organic and free from harmful  
chemical residues. Every year we submit our 
farm and products to rigorous inspections,  
in order to renew certification. SOiL products 
respect the environment, are sustainably  
produced, packaged in recyclable glass  
and sourced from traceable growers and  
producers.

GROWING SUSTAINABILITY
Our ethical approach to our process extends 
from seedling right to the customer. We are 
committed to developing enterprise  
opportunities within our local communities 
and growing our fair trade relationships with 
growers in our supply chain. Our own farms 
are in the process of becoming Fair For Life 
certified and our list of fair trade products is 
expanding as we seek to be able to offer our 
customers sustainably sourced products  
produced in a responsible, ethical and  
traceable manner.

 

SOIL ORGANIC AROMATHERAPY – FROM FARM TO SHELF
Our product range of 100% Pure and Certified Organic Essential Oils, Carrier Oils and Blended  
Massage Oils comes from the heart of South Africa.

SOiL believes in ORGANIC • SOiL promotes SUSTAINABILITY, ETHICAL 
PRACTICE and ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS • SOiL supports local  
communities, small growers and FAIR TRADE suppliers • SOiL cares about the 
QUALITY, EFFICACY and PURITY of its products SOiL products are endorsed 
by BEAUTY WITHOUT CRUELTY.

A small part of the SOiL range

Grant & Natalie McMurray check an oil display



From the ground 
up. 100% pure, 
certified organic 
essential oil.

The SOiL product 
range brings vitality, 
energy and a sense of 
well-being to life.
SOiL was built on the 
love of farming and 
nature. From farm to 
shelf, the commitment 
to quality, integrity  
and fair trading means  
that SOiL products are 
not only conscientious 
but effective too,  
delivering results that 
you can really  
experience.
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BUSINESS    Social Media    

A s someone who just about 

evaded the wave of social media 

as a young person, I do not envy 

the current generation in the 

slightest. since its rise, we have collectively 

witnessed a significant cultural shift. The 

vast majority of us, especially the younger 

generation, have become dependent on the 

internet as not only a tool for knowledge and 

communication but rather an extension of self. 

We showcase our lives for the whole world to 

see, which in turn allows us to be judged. This 

judgement is undoubtedly one of the darker 

sides of social media, and as the steep rise in 

young people’s mental health issues continues 

simultaneously, we need to admit and address 

this correlation. 

The statistics regarding young people’s internet 

usage are chilling. According to a recent study 

by Ofcom, the UK’s communications regulator, 

expresses mounting concern over the potential 

impact of screen time on rising mental ill health 

among the young. New figures show more than 

150,000 younger teenagers are spending over 

eight hours a day online at weekends, according 

to an official breakdown of young ‘extreme’ 

users. A further tenth of teenagers are spending 

between five and eight hours a day online at the 

weekend, equivalent to about 300,000 children. 

Ofcom have deduced the average time spent 

online for all children, aged five to 15, is 2 hours 

54mins a day at the weekend, and 1hr 54mins 

during the week. It is almost double what it was 

a decade ago. so, what are our young people 

looking at during this time? 

Time is shared out between the most popular 

social media platforms, namely Facebook, 

snapchat and Instagram, which was recently 

classified as the most damaging App for young 

people’s mental health. Young people are not 

only putting their lives out for the world to see, 

but seeing others’ lives in return. This exchange 

of sharing has undoubtedly caused an irrevocable 

effect on young people’s mental health and 

self-esteem. As we can carefully cultivate what 

we show to the world, we have the chance 

to manipulate exactly what we want to show, 

which has become an issue in itself. Young, 

impressionable teens are being subject to a 

façade of what their life should look like, what 

bodies should like and if this does not mirror 

what our young people have then it can lead 

to feelings of inadequacy. Having this feeling of 

inadequacy and ugliness imposed on you for 

up to eight hours a day can seriously impact 

our young people, which is why we are being 

faced with the stark statistics of this effect on the 

news, in schools and at home. self-harm, eating 

disorders, body dysmorphia and even suicide 

rates are all rising. 

Yes, social media has drastically changed 

how young people communicate, see 

themselves and others but there is a happy 

medium we can create. The key to helping 

teens learn to balance social media with 

real-life is to keep the lines of communication 

open in a supportive and non-judgemental 

way, set boundaries regarding time usage, and 

encourage time spent with family and friends. n 

JADE SAFFER is a Holistic Teen 

Coach, providing 1-1 mentoring 

and therapy for young people aged 

11-25. she also offers parental support 

and facilitates workshops in schools. Her 

vision is to provide each young person 

she works with a desire for personal 

and professional excellence through 

education, communication and therapy. 

Jade can be contacted via her website: 

www.theholisticteencoach.com, email: 

jade@theholisticteencoach.com or call: 

07596 822957.

i

Jade Saffer explains the pressures of social media 
on young people today…
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P OsITIVe feedback from clients is 

always very welcome, but have you 

ever wondered how you can capture 

this information in a more formal way? 

Doing so could benefit you, your clients and 

potentially the industry as a whole.

Auditing your work can help to provide evidence 

that the therapies you practise really do help 

to make a difference to people’s health and 

wellbeing. It’s also a way of showing clients who 

have come to you with a specific challenge, ‘this 

is where you were when you first came for a 

session, and this is where you are now’. If they 

haven’t improved as much as you or they hoped, 

then that’s important to know too – it means 

their treatment plan needs to be revisited, or 

perhaps they need to be referred to another health 

professional, which is all part of best practice.

One effective way to monitor improvements 

in a client is using a patient-reported outcome 

measure (PrOM). A number of therapists, and 

particularly those working in a healthcare setting, 

are already using PrOMs, but for those who are 

less familiar, here’s a short introduction to three 

well established measures, and one that is up-

and-coming. 

Measure Yourself Medical Outcome Profile 
(MYMOP)

MYMOP is a person-centred questionnaire 

developed by Dr Charlotte Patterson. The 

initial questionnaire is completed during the 

consultation, with the client identifying one or 

two related symptoms that they would like help 

with. They can also choose a daily activity that the 

problem limits or prevents them from doing. These 

choices are written down in the client’s own 

words and they score the severity of each over the 

past week, on a scale of 0 to 6. On the follow-up 

questionnaires, the client once again scores each 

of their original choices on a scale of 0 to 6. You 

can find out more about MYMOP at www.bris.

ac.uk/primaryhealthcare/resources/mymop.

Measure Yourself Concerns and Wellbeing 
(MYCAW)

For those evaluating complementary therapies 

in cancer care, MYCAW (Measure Yourself 

Concerns and Wellbeing) might prove a more 

fitting PrOM. It is an adaptation of MYMOP and 

while very similar, contains elements that may be 

more relevant to this client group (and a number 

of others). Again, for more information, visit: 

www.bris.ac.uk/primaryhealthcare/resources/

mymop

Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale 
(WEMWBS)

This PrOM was originally developed by Professor 

sarah stewart-Brown to evaluate approaches 

aimed at improving mental wellbeing, however 

it has been used to successfully evaluate 

complementary and integrated approaches. It 

contains 14 statements that measure mental 

wellbeing, such as, ‘I have been feeling useful’ 

and ‘I have been feeling relaxed’, with scores 

ranging from 1 to 5. A seven-item version of the 

scale, known as SWEMWBS, is also available 

and widely used. For more information, visit 

www.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/med/research/

platform/wemwbs/ 

Warwick Holistic Health Questionnaire 
(WHHQ)

Nicola Brough, a craniosacral therapy practitioner, 

developed the WHHQ as her PhD. The 25-item 

questionnaire represents new concepts in holistic 

health care evaluation, covering self-agency, ‘I’ve 

felt in control of my health and wellbeing’ and self-

care, ‘my awareness about my health has helped 

me manage my life’. The WHHQ is currently 

being evaluated as a tool to audit practice and 

enable more robust studies of the effectiveness of 

complementary and integrated approaches. For 

more information, contact Nicola at N.Brough@

warwick.ac.uk n

The Federation of Holistic 

Therapists (FHT) offers students 

and qualified practitioners a range of 

membership benefits and holds the largest 

Accredited register of complementary 

therapists to be independently approved by 

the Professional standards Authority. For 

further information, visit  www.fht.org.uk or 

call 023 8062 4350.

The Federation of Holistic Therapist’s editor and communications manager Karen Young 
looks at some of the benefits of using patient-reported outcome measures…

MEASuRIng uP
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  Find out more about our treatments at http://www.albright-centre.com
  or call 0208 452 8942 / 07866 499 179 for a free phone consultation

We are a dedicated 
team of therapists, who 

successfully treat a 
range of conditions 

including back pain, 
tinnitus, cancer and tinnitus, cancer and 

depression.

We can offer an 
immediate telephone 

consultation to assess 
your needs and 

recommend a 
course of course of 

treatment. 
 

Is Tinnitus ruining your life?



author, holistic wellbeing 
educator, life mentor, 
colour psychologist and 
broadcaster chrisoula 
Sirigou shares her path…

JOURNEYS:JOURNEYS:
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M Y journey involves teaching people 

of all ages, which has shown me 

that we all have something that 

pulls the soul and that we can give 

and contribute. something that lights us up. some 

of the most rewarding moments in my life have been 

when the lights come on in other people, whether in a 

classroom teaching or when I’m broadcasting. 

24 years ago I dared to follow my heart and said yes 

to a new life in london because I wanted to be more. I 

wanted freedom to express my being and my soul and, in 

order to live life with meaning and purpose. This 

process of self-awareness and validation of 

our inner wealth, worth and wisdom 

is not something we are taught at 

school. I find our enthusiasm and 

excitement are often suppressed 

in order to fit with the condi-

tioning and expectations 

imposed by our families and 

the society we live in. I’ve 

written about the way this 

lack of self-love sabotages us 

in hundreds of ways, some 

subtle, others obvious. I help 

people overcome their fear of 

not being approved of, seen as 

weak, vulnerable and exposed to 

other types of criticism, leads us to try 

to be ‘someone else’ by putting on a mask 

to win love and approval.

I came to realise that my self-doubt and lack of 

self-worth were dangerous and could damage my 

health. One early November morning in 2009, I had a 

wake-up call, when my legs could not support me and 

my back went. Practicing mindfulness and visualisation 

techniques gradually restored my trust in myself re-

stored my inner peace. 

I’ve made a commitment to my own holistic healing 

and have chosen the philosophy and methodology of 

Heart Intelligence as part of my toolkit combined with 

Colour Psychology and Colour Therapy to help me 

understand and appreciate the power of emotions and 

how we can better express our emotional state through 

the language of colours. Now, I empower my clients to 

become aware of what holds them back from fulfilling 

their soul purpose. 

My Colour Mirrors system is comprised of 87 dual 

colour oil bottles and a wide range of colour essence 

spritzers made with essential oils. Their role is to mirror 

the client’s gifts and also what stops them from fulfilling 

their potential. Colour helps heal at a deep cellular level, 

bypassing your conscious mind; decluttering, releasing 

“the debris”, letting go of what no longer serves you, 

cleansing your space and your auric field, healing and 

allowing new energy and loving relationships to come in. 

Part of the therapy involves immersing yourself 

in a colour healing spa bath. A meditative, relaxing, 

nourishing, uplifting and enlightening experience that I 

thoroughly recommend. life doesn’t need to be a strug-

gle. Above all, you’re developing a deeper connection 

with your spiritual self and intuition. The rewards are 

immense; inner peace, self-belief, clarity and being in 

sync with your life choices. 

My ultimate intention is to help my clients see the 

positive change in their health and wellbeing, inspiring 

them to return to wholeness through enlightening 

insights, tools and guidance. I inspire them to share 

their light and shine bright on my weekly radio shows, 

on my GoldenMuseTV programmes, during my 7-week 

Claim Your Gold courses and, also, teaching Colour 

Mirrors practitioner’s training programmes. n

For more information about Chrisoula 

and her courses in the UK and 

internationally, please visit 

  www.chrisoulasirigou.com

i

I came to realise 
that my self-

doubt and lack of 
self-worth were 
dangerous and 

could damage my 
health.

Journeys    BUSINESS

Sirigou 
Chrisoula       



Sometimes the whole 
herb works better than a 
concentrated extract, as Ed 
Joy recently discovered…

BUYING herbs is an important part 

of my work. I could buy herbs 

from all manner of suppliers in 

all corners of the world at a wide 

ranging price spectrum. If you work in this 

business for any length of time and you begin to 

realize that quality varies as widely as the price. 

stories of adulteration, contamination and even 

the complete absence of the material you were 

buying are commonplace, so it’s important to 

be careful.

recently, my interest has been piqued by a 

herb known as Devil’s Claw. It’s well known as 

an anti-inflammatory with analgesic properties. 

It’s also highly regarded as an appetite stimulant 

for stomach upsets and is used in degenerative 

disorders. However, I’ve always regarded this 

herb with a little suspicion, as I had not really 

witnessed its reputed benefits for myself, until I 

injured my back out rollerblading with my son. 

I was laid up but was keen to make a quick 

recovery as I had a procurement trip to the 

south of France coming up. I decided to use 

a sample of Devil’s Claw I had been sent 

some weeks earlier in the hope of miraculous 

recovery. The sample was pure Devil’s Claw 

root, completely un-extracted or processed 

from which I took a gram and made a strong 

infusion. Taking the very bitter herb tea, three 

times a day and using no other treatment, I 

experienced the extraordinary recovery I was 

looking for and was able to take the long train 

journey to France.

This result has also been shown in testing. A 

study involving 200 men and women suffering 

with low back pain reported that subjects who 

received doses of pure Devil’s Claw secondary 

root experienced significantly less back pain 

than those who were taking a placebo. However 

later tests using Harpagoside - the extract 

believed to be the active constituent - could not 

replicate this benefit. These results and my own 

personal experience confirmed something I have 

seen time and again, not only with Devil’s Claw 

but many other herbs. The more concentrated a 

herbal extract the more unreliable it seems to be 

as a remedy.

There are many advantages to highly 

concentrated extracts and standardised herbs; 

not least, you can fit a high dose extract into 

a manageable one-a-day capsule or tablet. To 

my mind, in a case like Devil’s Claw, where the 

overall benefit cannot be put down to a single 

active constituent, then I say use the whole 

herb as nature intended. I realise many people 

don’t want to deal with the peculiar tastes or 

processes involved in using whole herbs, but 

faced with acute back pain, would I endure 

something that isn’t sweet and delicious as the 

price of relief? Without hesitation, yes!

The complexity of flavour that characterises 

a herb is part of its benefit and if we are going 

to reconnect with nature in the aim of feeling 

better, then we should embrace this aspect of 

herbalism and not turn our noses up at it. n

ED JOY works for Bionutri, 

the naturopathic supplements 

manufacturer. He gives talks around 

the UK on Herbal Nutrition. For further 

information please contact info@

bionutri.co.uk or phone 0121 628 

1901.  www.bionutri.co.uk or follow 

@EdJoyHealth.

i

In the grip of the 
Devil’s Claw
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www.naturesgreatestsecret.co.uk

Natural and Effective Antibacterial 
Skincare Solutions for Everyday Problems
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BUSINESS    Reaching local audiences

unless your therapy modality 
is very niche, or your 
reputation is on a national, 
or international level, most of 
your clients will be relatively 
local. that means we can 
concentrate our marketing 
and PR efforts for maximum 
effect using the ideas of a 
sphere of influence and a 
media domain…

               IF you’ve ever been asked for your 

postcode while paying for your shopping, 

then you’ve taken part in an exercise to 

discover that shop’s sphere of influence. 

This is an imaginary circle round a 

location, such as a shop, cinema or holistic 

therapy room. The radius of the circle depends 

on how far clients and customers travel to visit 

that business. So, for example, a local newsagent 

may have a sphere of influence that extends 

half a mile in an urban area, whereas a rural 

newsagent may attract customers from five or ten 

miles away. Similarly, a large store such is Ikea, 

which has relatively few branches may well attract 

shoppers from a hundred miles away. The sphere 

of influence is just a measure of distance, not the 

level of custom, popularity or reputation of the 

business.

with local
audiences

ConneCting
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as well as community newsletters. Many of 
these smaller concerns offer a low cost or even 
a free way of reaching your audience. You 
could present or appear on a community radio 
show, advertise or write a column for a local 
magazine. This allows you to position yourself 
as an expert locally and raise your profile.

It can be difficult to find a comprehensive 
listing of all media outlets, but your local 
business school, business enterprise 
organisation or large library may have a 
subscription to BrAD Insight– British rates and 
Data – which is a media database listing over 
12,000 UK publications, often with the e-mails 
addresses for editorial contacts.  

While the range of traditional media may 
be broad, online and social media outlet may 
be even more numerous. It may take a while 
to discover the best local sites to help bring in 
more clients. Yell.com offers free listings and 
is often the first port of call when people are 
looking for a local holistic therapist. Search 
Facebook for local groups and join them. Local 
buying and selling groups on Facebook can be a 
good way of raising your profile and advertising 
courses, special offers and last minute 
appointments. The more suitable groups, 
communication locations and media outlets you 
can find, the more your business will benefit.

Make a plan and act on it

The final two steps are to make a media plan 
listing all the people you will approach, how 
you will pitch and what you will offer. Keep it 
simple, but make sure you concentrate on your 
core message. Asking yourself what it is you 
need to get across to that audience to get them 
to book that first appointment is key to your 
success when using communication locations. 
When pitching to local media, they need to 
know what value you can offer them and their 
readers. Don’t try to pitch what is essentially an 
ad for your business as this will be rejected. You 
must add value to their content. 

If you then schedule each event into your 
calendar, you will be reminded to take the 
appropriate action in a timely fashion. Don’t be 
disheartened if it takes a few attempts before 
you receive a positive response, as using these 
tools will ultimately help you bring in more 
clients and raise your profile within your sphere 

of influence. n

Mapping your sphere of influence

The chances are that you already have the 
information you need to map your sphere of 
influence, if you maintain customer records. 
You will need the post codes of your customers 
and an online map, such as Google Maps or, if 
you prefer an old school approach, then you’ll 
need your clients’ addresses and a large scale 
map of your town and the surrounding areas. 
road maps of towns are ideal for this purpose.

Mark each customer’s home location with 
a single dot or pin on your map. If you want 
more data, you could place a different coloured 
dot for each service that customer buys, or 
you could use a series of clear acetate overlays 
and mark the locations of your customers 
for individual therapy modes on different 
sheets. Obviously, if you work from several 
different locations, you may want to map 
each separately. This exercise might take a 
few hours, but it can provide some extremely 
valuable information to help grow your 
business.

Looking for patterns

Once you’ve mapped out all your customer 
locations, you should have 
a picture of 
where they come 
from. Although 
classical models 
will show this as 
a circle centred on 
your practice, the 
reality is rarely so 
neat, as geography, 
competition 
and consumer 
demographics can 
all distort your perfect 
circle. 
Now you can draw a line 
from one to the next of your most distantly 
related clients and this should provide the 
shape of your sphere of influence. let’s say you 
discover that all your clients come from within 
twenty miles of your practice. A closer look will 
show that your clients may be zoned, with the 
majority coming from a shorter distance away, 
or that a surprising amount of clients come from 
one particular town or village nearby, where you 
have good word of mouth. similarly, areas with 

few dots may suggest a strong local competitor 
or some barrier to market entry, such as cultural 
difference or low incomes.

Mark each customer’s 
home location with a single 

dot or pin on your map. 
Looking for opportunities

Not only will your map show your sphere of 
influence, but it can also visually highlight 
areas of opportunity. Perhaps your clients are 
drawn from particular neighbourhoods? If so, 
consider ways to reach more clients in these 
areas. You could ask for referrals, or undertake 
a leaflet drop. similarly, your map might 
show areas like industrial estates, schools or 
colleges, doctors’ surgeries or hospitals where 
you could make connections and find new 
clients. Supermarkets are another good option. 
If they appear in your sphere of influence, then 
make sure you put a poster or a card on their 
community noticeboard. regard each of these 
as a communication location and make sure 

you let people know about your 
services there. Posters work 
well, but a leaflet or a few 
business cards could also 
bring in new clients. 

Your media domain

The next stage is to 
establish your media 
domain. This is a 
list of all media that 
operates within your 
sphere of influence. 
This includes print, 

broadcast and social 
media outlets. The best way to record this 
is to make a table under the headings TV, 

radio, Newspapers, Magazines, Community 
and social Media. There are probably many 
more media outlets in your sphere of influence 
than you realise. For example, as well as 
regional BBC radio stations, there are local 
commercial stations and community stations, 
as well as student, online and health radio 
stations. similarly, you may have local glossy 
magazines, community magazines, parish 
magazines, local family and parenting titles 



BUSINESS    Bad clients    

Most of your clients will 
be great, but it pays to 
be able to recognise and 
deal with those that are 
more trouble than they 
are worth…

I N a world where increasing competition 

and discounted promotions means that 

most of us are keen to hold on to regular 

clients and welcome any new ones, it 

may seem counterintuitive to suggest that you 

and your business might profit from dropping a 

few clients from your weekly schedule. The fact 

is that some clients actually come at a cost that 

outweighs what they add to your bottom line. 

The Pareto Principle, suggests that 80% of 

our business comes from just 20% of our clients. 

That means 80% of your clients account for just 

20% of your business and that these clients 

therefore cost a disproportionate amount to keep. 

so who are these clients? We’ve identified four 

types of client that can drain your resources. 

The unreliable one

This is the one who is always running late and 

never seems to make their appointment on time. 

sometimes they forget to show up at all, but they 

are so nice that you never charge the cancellation 

fee. They always have an excuse handy and 

are seemingly unaware that if the session starts 

20 minutes late, it should still end on time so 

that it doesn’t affect your other clients. Don’t be 

tempted to do a full session, because this means 

you are tacitly condoning being consistently 

late and your other clients or business building 

activities will suffer. 

It’s up to you to decide how much of this you 

can take. One or two unreliable clients may be 

manageable, especially if you make a habit of 

telling them their appointment is 15 minutes 

earlier than it actually is. If they complain about 

having to wait, just tell them the previous client 

was running late!  
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If you have three or more unreliable clients, 

then you need to spend some time working 

out a strategy that allows you to retain them 

within your work schedule, such as giving them 

the first or last appointments of the day, or 

scheduling them in before lunch, so that if they 

don’t show up, you can switch your attentions 

to other activities. Alternatively, you can enforce 

cancellation penalties. 

The resource mop

This is the one you always find yourself giving 

little freebies to, whether it’s an extra ten minutes 

of massage because they suddenly mention an 

aching shoulder just as their session is ending, 

or just a smidge of something to try at home. 

Strangely, those little extras never seem to lead 

to extra purchases.  Some will make a purchase, 

but don’t have any money on them and will pay 

next time, but then forget and leave you in the 

awkward position of having to remind them. 

If you have a client of this type, you need to 

realise that each little extra means something 

you can’t offer to someone who may boost your 

bottom line. That extra ten minutes of treatment 

could mean that your next appointment starts 

late and you look unprofessional. If you’ve let 

someone have a free sample of all your products 

without them making a purchase then you may 

as well step outside and start dropping money 

down the nearest drain. 

If you have a problem with this type of client, 

then you need to be strict with yourself. If they 

develop the need for further massage, offer a 

couple of minutes now and then check your 

schedule to offer a further appointment in a day 

or two. 

If they want to try things all the time, think 

about investing in small containers where you 

can decant a little product and then make a 

point of asking how they got on at your next 

appointment. There’s always a chance that 

they do want to buy and you are misreading the 

signals.

The emotional leech

This client is sometimes more difficult to spot 

and deal with. They may be amongst your 

most long-standing clients, still booking in each 

week, always a joy to see, but never really 

making much improvement. It may be that you 

have become friends and that your treatment is 

secondary to your weekly chat. 

The Pareto Principle, suggests 
that 80% of our business 

comes from just 20% of our 
clients. That means 80% of 
your clients account for just 

20% of your business and that 
these clients therefore cost a 
disproportionate amount to 

keep. 

Your client may be emotionally needy, 

manipulative or a perpetual victim. Do they 

always have some drama going on or sad tale to 

tell? Have you become their emotional support 

or, “the only one I can talk to”? While this may 

be appropriate for some forms of therapy, for 

others it may not. If you find yourself worrying 

about this client after their appointment then you 

may need work on strategies to distance yourself. 

such clients can be emotionally draining. If you 

feel more drained than usual when you see this 

client, then they are having a negative impact 

on your own wellbeing. You must keep clear 

boundaries in the client-therapist relationship 

for your own sake and that of your 

client. Try taking more control of your 

conversations, steering things back 

to their reason for treatment, or 

discussing more general topics. 

Grounding exercises may 

help before and after your 

session.  

The one who can 
never be satisfied 

In Us retail, this type 

of customer is known 

as a Karen. (We’re sure 

most people called Karen 

are lovely, though.) Karen 

always wants to see the 

manager. Karen sees no reason why you can’t 

make an exception for her. You should give 

her a discount or free treatment because you 

treated a close friend or relative of your own for 

free. Next up, you’ll find that Karen thinks your 

treatment is way overpriced and you’re not even 

a professional. 

Karen doesn’t see why she can’t use a voucher 

that has expired or is for another service entirely.  

Karen takes no nonsense and she knows the 

customer is always right no matter what. Karen 

is, in her own mind, very important. The thing 

is that Karen is nearly always wrong and relies 

on bullying tactics to override everyone else. she 

will threaten to leave bad reviews online and let 

everyone know just how she has been treated. 

There is only one thing to do with Karen, 

and that is to stick to your guns and simply be 

unavailable for any future bookings. 

Freeing yourself of such clients will not only 

improve your emotional wellbeing, but can free 

up your availably to add new clients to your client 

roster, who bring less drama and a lower cost 

of service, thus improving profitability. It’s an 

idea that may seem radical and awkward to pull 

off, but it could offer you significant long term 

benefits. n

Bad clients    BUSINESS
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BUSINESS    Focus on Training    

M OsT holistic therapists 

continue to train and acquire 

new skills long after they get 

their first certificate. In some 

cases, ongoing professional development is a 

mandatory requirement for membership of a 

professional body, for others, a continual need 

to learn is part of what defines us.

Personal interest or business 
need?
Find something that aligns your personal interest 

with a business need and you should be able to 

profit from your learning. To do so may take a bit 

of research. If there’s a niche therapy you’re keen 

to add, then look for other providers nearby and 

check how much you might be able to charge. 

It may make sense to choose a course that 

extends your skill base and would interest current 

clients, such as adding a new type of massage or 

reflexology to a bodywork practice or considering 

a course treating a particular client group such 

as pregnancy or baby massage, or animal reiki. 

Above all, choose something that fascinates you.

Your learning style
The next consideration when choosing a course 

is whether the type of learning offered is suitable 

for you. We each learn in different ways. some 

relish exams and practical tests, while others find 

continual assessment is less anxiety-inducing.

Time commitment
Learning something new takes time, so 

consider whether you will realistically be able 

to incorporate the demands of acquiring a new 

skill or qualification into your business and other 

commitments. For example, an OU degree in 

Counselling can take six years part-time, with the 

expectation that you will study for 16-18 hours 

each week. That’s a major commitment and 

one that will cause significant upheaval in your 

life. How would you fit this in to your lifestyle? 

Are you willing to sacrifice time with family and 

friends? Other courses may involve travelling to 

workshops held each weekend over a period of 

several months. Your time has a monetary value 

and you may need to add in additional expenses 

for travel, accommodation and textbooks. Make 

sure you consider the total cost of a course – not 

just in monetary terms – before you sign up.

Are you willing to sacrifice 
time with family and friends? 

Other course may involve 
travelling to workshops held 

each weekend over a period of 
several months.

CPd credits 
Most reputable industry bodies require 

their members to undertake a programme 

of continuing professional development, so 

choosing a course which meets this requirement 

can make good sense. Check if your industry 

body has an approved list of providers to save 

time.

Online or hands on? 
Online courses are often valuable and easier to 

fit round your work and other commitments, 

but the quality varies enormously and many 

courses do not carry UK accreditation, so be 

sure to check with your industry body before 

signing up. Until recently, it was possible for 

anyone with ten years in the CAM sector to pay 

around £1600 and send a 300 page thesis to 

an Indian institution and be handed a PhD in 

Training can be one of a holistic therapist’s major 
financial outlays. Here’s how to choose a course that 

will work for you and your business…
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return. Other providers, particularly degree mills 

in the UsA, will supply almost any qualification 

on the basis of prior life experience and a sizable 

bank transfer. Such qualifications undermine the 

whole industry. 

There are online courses available at all levels 

from introductory to post-graduate, even in the 

most hands-on of subjects such as massage. 

Look for a reputable provider. This is key, because 

there are many online providers which look 

fine on the surface, but who do not withstand 

close scrutiny. Check reviews and get detailed 

information on the types of assignment you must 

complete, and whether skills are assessed face 

to face. If you are looking for a 

bodywork qualification of any 

type, blended learning – a mix of 

classroom, practical and online 

work may be better.  

Online courses through sites 

like Groupon and LivingSocial 

can be remarkably inexpensive, 

though you should be aware 

that, they generally do not carry 

the kind of accreditation that 

would allow you to practice. 

For example, one UK course 

offers the chance to become 

a Reiki Master, including 

levels 1 and 2, for £11. This allows you 

course access for a full year and an accredited 

certificate of completion once you’ve finished 

the course. The course itself includes 69 video 

lectures, but these take just six and a half hours, 

so theoretically, you could be a Reiki Master by 

the end of the day you enrolled. Naturally, no 

reputable UK Reiki industry body will recognise 

such a qualification. The course is accredited by 

the impressive sounding National Certification 

Board for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork, 

an independent private company based in a 

village near Chicago.

There are online courses 
available at all levels from 

introductory to post-graduate, 
even in the most hands-on of 

subjects such as massage

That said, such courses do have a value, in that 

they can offer a very cheap introduction to a 

subject so you can decide whether to invest your 

time and money doing a more detailed, properly 

accredited course. This can be useful when you 

are trying to narrow down several courses which 

would represent a major outlay. 

Return on investment 
The final thing to consider when choosing a 

course is the return you’ll get on your investment. 

This may be monetary or you may take a wider 

view of what a new qualification might bring 

in terms of a sense of achievement, enhanced 

expertise or a new customer base. In monetary 

terms, you will need to weigh up the total cost 

of the course -  fees, equipment, books, lost 

revenue while studying, travel etc. – and work 

out what it would take in terms of additional 

business and new customers before your 

investment in learning reaps a profit for your 

business. This can be particularly useful if you 

have a few courses you’re interested in and 

you’re trying decide which to pursue. 

You can calculate the return on investment as 

follows. let’s say you have two course choices, 

an online course and one over a series of 

weekends. Course A costs £600, but you believe 

it will bring in 50 new customers in the first year 

at £30 each and it will reduce your income by 

another £500 while you study. Course B costs 

£1000, plus £1000 in materials, travel and 

hotel bills. You believe you will bring in 70 new 

customers, each paying £80. Which is best for 

your business? 

In each case the Return on Investment = 

(Investment revenue – Investment Cost) / 

Investment cost

So for Course A the ROI is ((50x30) – 

(600+500))/ (600+500) or 0.36. 

Course B gives us a ROI of ((70x80) – 

(1000+1000)/(1000+1000) or 1.8, so although 

course B seems more expensive initially , it is a 

far better choice in purely business terms. 

The important thing is to choose a course that 

balances your interests, with the commercial 

needs of your business and those of your 

potential clients and offers good quality training 

and accreditation. n
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When Danene Woody opened The 
Spiced Brew, she wanted it to be 
about old-fashioned community 
values, so she took it back in time…

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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Afew years ago, I realised it was 

time to change my job. I worked 

for 19 years in healthcare 

industry in a non-clinical role, 

14 years in the emergency 

Department and 5 years in the Information 

Technology department. I had reached the stage 

where I dreaded going to work each day and just 

did not feel like I was making a difference anymore 

for the patients. Luckily, I had the support of my 

husband and two wonderful sons.

so I thought to myself what am I good at? What 

can I do as a job that would make me happy?  What 

could I do to really help people? Well, I must admit 

I have a really great olfactory nerve, so aroma was 

just right up my alley. I started researching the vast 

universe of information available on essential oils 

and was intrigued by the way essential oils work 

with our bodies.  In 2017, I added my certification in 

Aromatherapy to my bachelor’s degree in Healthcare 

Administration and Master’s degree in Business 

Management, so I was well equipped to start a 

business.

Around 2015 a lot of changes were happening 

in my work environment that pushed me to make 

a change. I started a business plan to even see if it 

was possible to open an essential oil shop. Doing my 

research I realised, yes indeed it is possible to have 

an essential oil shop that could thrive. In 2016, I was 

able to secure the funding needed to open a shop, 

I just needed a location. I was very fortunate that a 

brick and mortar was open just a few miles from my 

home. In June 2017 we opened our doors. 

The spiced Brew is based on an early 1900s 

apothecary. This is where my “geekiness” will 

come out! I love the British, scottish, Welsh, and 

Irish culture. I was told as a child that my family 

came from Ireland and Britain, so I’ve always loved 

everything UK. I love the culture associated with 

the UK countries. From tea and scones, to old time 

herbal healing. I also love late 1800s, early 1900s 

period in regards to the architecture, literature, and 

the attire of that time. 

When I started thinking about how The Spiced 

Brew would look and feel, I thought about being in 

a small Irish village tucked into the rolling green hills 

and what an apothecary would have looked like in 

the early 1900s. I wanted that kind of feeling when 

customers enter into the shop. I wanted the person 

to be transported back in time, a time that was more 

community minded. When villagers cared about 

each other and actually helped each other.  I want 

my customers to feel like they are the most important 

person at the moment and they have my attention, 

just like in the old days.

Not everything about the business is period. For 

a start, safety is of the upmost importance to me! 

I have seen and heard several horror stories from 

individuals using essential oils improperly and being 

harmed. I want everyone to experience the joy of 

using essential oils, and the best way for someone 

to have a positive experience is to teach them the 

correct use of the oil safely. 

Most of my attire comes 

from the Historical emporium 

(www.historicalemporium.

com). My aprons were 

handmade by my mother 

and some of my skirts were 

handmade by my aunt. It is really 

great to have such wonderful 

seamstresses in the family. 

Many of my products combine 

traditional ingredients in a modern 

blend. I have a blend that is called 

steam. The blend is ravintsara, 

eucalyptus and Tea Tree. It helps 

support the respiratory system and 

these oils would have been used back in the early 

1900s and before. The blend is for individuals over 

age 6 and can be used in several different ways. 

The first way is what I refer to as old school, simply 

a bowl of steaming water, add 2 drops of the steam 

blend, cover the bowl and your head with a towel, 

making sure to close your eyes and just take in really 

deep breaths through your nose, and out your mouth 

until the water is no longer steaming. The modern 

ways of using the blend is to add 6 drops of the 

blend to 100 ml diffuser, or in the shower by placing 

a washcloth on the floor of the shower and placing 6 

drops of the blend on the washcloth (to minimise the 

possibly of slipping) and just in taking some really 

deep breaths.

Another blend that I have is called “Five Brew”. 

This blend is similar to the historical blend that was 

used by thieves during the Bubonic Plaque in europe 

in the 14th century. The blend contains lemon, 

rosemary, eucalyptus, Clove and Cinnamon. Many 

individuals use this blend today, topically mixed with 

a carrier on the bottom of their feet at night before 

going to bed. It is also great to diffuse to clean the air 

in the home, and many of my customers use it as 

well to make their own cleaning supplies.

I think the customers love the aroma as they walk 

into the shop. I diffuse a special blend each week, so 

that the customer can smell the difference between 

smelling the blend or oil in the bottle and the 

difference when diffusing the oil. I think they love the 

feeling of stepping back in time, and I think they love 

the conversation, the ability to talk with someone 

who has actually studied the oils in regards to the 

aroma and the chemistry. I try my very best to make 

every person feel comfortable, and important. 

every business has its challenges! For me, it 

was about making sure I had everything needed to 

legally open the brick and mortar. Every city, county 

and state in the UsA has different regulations, so in 

most cases there is not an all-inclusive list to make 

sure you have everything in place. I also spent a 

lot of time working out the variety and amount of 

inventory I’d need to provide valuable products to 

the community. After being open a while, that task 

becomes a bit easier. Another challenge is the ability 

to let people know you are here and ready to help. 

Advertising and marketing are a challenge, however 

it has become a bit easier because of social media 

platforms. even an old-fashioned business needs to 

keep up to date! n

You can find out more about 

Danene and her business at 

 www.thespicedbrew.com
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Editor’s Fix

In which Alison tries to 
be tidy but discovers that 
she doesn’t get on with 
Marie Kondo…

N OW don’t get me wrong, I admire 

tidy people. I’m almost envious of 

those with immaculately ordered 

walk in closets, those who have 

mastered a zen-like minimalism, those who don’t 

make a mockery of a clean desk policy. It’s just 

that I’m not one of them. 

I am deeply and naturally untidy.  I put things 

in piles rather than alphabetical order. If the 

pile on my desk – currently three notebooks, 

assorted papers, the phone, some pens, about 

a dozen books for review, a lone sock rescued 

from the dog, three strawberries in their punnet, 

a Fascia Blaster and my mother’s iPod which 

does work after all – gets too cumbersome, 

I tidy it into a new pile on the floor. Not the 

strawberries, obviously. I have four packed 

wardrobes filled with clothes for a life I don’t 

really lead and around 150 pairs of shoes. The 

only reason my house hasn’t featured on one 

of those TV programmes with environmental 

Health Officers is that my beloved is almost 

obsessionally tidy. He even likes ironing. 

Anyway, somehow, amongst all 

this clutter, I discovered Marie 

Kondo. Two Netflix episodes later and an 

Amazon delivery and I thought my life would 

be transformed! I would be a beautifully co-

ordinated tidy person. No longer would I have 

to excavate the seasonal strata of my wardrobes 

to find something I bought last year and have 

since forgotten. I would be able to find the 

shoes I wanted without needing to look in six 

places. I would review and ruthlessly eliminate 

everything that didn’t spark joy. 

The real problem I have 
with Marie is that she thinks 

books are just stuff

Despite a flurry of activity that involved the 

purchase of many storage boxes, several black 

bags filled with stuff for the charity shop and a 

couple of boxes of t-shirts all stacked vertically, 

it’s fair to say that Marie and I just don’t get on. I 

suspect there’s something up with my joy spark 

plugs. They seem to function well at the start, but 

rather than decluttering. I seem to have acquired 

about five new pairs of boots, several jumpers and 

a rather lovely pair of olive suede trousers in the 

process. I now need boots to go with these. 

I’m not really that attached to things in 

general. They are just things. Maybe I have the 

wrong things? A lifetime of buying things because 

they are functional, because they go with the 

kitchen, because they’d do for now? Would I 

really experience joy if I knew I had just one 

perfect vase of flowers rather than half a dozen 

vases I don’t especially like but that were gifts 

or heirlooms? Should I change our kitchen bin 

because this one doesn’t bring me to ecstatic 

realms of happiness? Would any bin spark joy?

The real problem I have with Marie is that she 

thinks books are just stuff. Now, I’ll be the first 

to admit that we have a bit of a book problem 

in our house. I’ve just counted over a hundred 

book shelves, many double stacked, and the loft 

has some overflow. Oh, and I forgot the ones in 

the kitchen. Marie thinks we should cut back a 

bit. She only owns thirty books. She believes, 

“there is no meaning in books just being on your 

shelves”. I tried. I really tried. In the end, I added 

six books to my charity shop pile. One of them 

was Marie’s. She just didn’t spark joy! n

Joy
Sparking
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STRESS RELIEF FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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PROdUCTS & SERvICES

Free Yourself From EMF Stress
Protect From Invisible Toxins
Harmonise Your Environment

Full Spectrum Electromagnetic Radiation
& 5G Protection Products Available

www.emfhomeharmony.co.uk

10% off with code: PRACTITIONERS PRICE

Affiliations welcome email info@emfhomeharmony.co.uk

ACC R E D I T E D  SP O R T S  M A SSAG E  &
SP O R T S  T H E R A PY  T R A I N I N G

BY  CO R E  E LE M E N T S

INCLUDING:
Level 3 & 4 Sports Massage Therapy

Level 5 Diploma in Clinical Therapy and CPD courses in;
Electrotherapy, Manual Therapy & Joint Mobilisations

Rehabilitation   |   Dry Needling   |   Dry Cupping
Kinesiology Taping   |   Sports Taping & Strapping

To find out more contact Dawn Morse:
T: 07887 535766

E: Dawm@coreelements.uk.com

WWW.COREELEMENTS.UK.COM
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CereBrAl Palsy is a condition 

that affects muscle control and 

movement. In the UK, Cerebral 

Palsy affects about 1 in every 400 

children. It is usually caused by an injury to 

the brain before, during or after birth and those 

with the neurological condition can live as long 

as those without the condition. Physiotherapy 

is often helpful as children with neurological 

disabilities such as cerebral palsy are at high risk 

of developing deformities of the hip joints. 

Standz is the first tool free standing frame 

specifically created to facilitate abducted or 

neutral standing positions (prone or supine) 

in children aged 1-9. It’s designed to appeal 

to young children and families with a modern, 

playful and most importantly, a non-clinical look! 

standz was developed because research 

shows that abducted standing in early years has 

a significant positive impact of the development 

of an intact maturing hip socket This can 

prevent the need for painful, risky and complex 

hip surgery, drastically improving the health 

and wellbeing of the child and their family. We 

wanted to make a product that would be easier 

to use and adjust and fit in a home, so that 

children wanted to use it, all while remaining 

competitively priced.

When we set out on the development pathway, 

we researched the latest clinical studies and 

partnered with influential clinicians to glean 

feedback on developed prototypes. We used 

local expertise in materials finishing to develop 

an aesthetically pleasing, structurally robust final 

product that could be manufactured entirely in-

house, here in the UK.

As with bringing any new product to the market, 

we faced a lot of challenges. The UK had always 

been our primary market for sales, but with Standz 

our focus was on a global scale, considering the 

needs of the whole market and addressing as 

many of these needs as we could with a single 

product.

This meant there were significant issues with 

wholesale cost and clinical guidance requirements. 

We spent a great deal of development time and 

effort to discover affordable, flexible yet strong 

construction materials that could be finished to our 

usual high standards to give a high end look and 

feel without the associated price tag.

We adopted a staggered launch strategy with 

Standz, this was primarily to allow us to maximise 

impact in each region of launch before focusing 

on the next. In doing so, this enabled sales to 

grow organically, giving the production team the 

opportunity to gain confidence with an array of 

new manufacturing techniques while steadily 

increasing production volume. standz already sits 

as our second most in demand product for export 

and is helping to reaffirm our position as a true 

player in the global market

We have a lot of exciting plans for where we are 

headed next – from new products in development 

to welcoming new people to our team and a project 

to develop a fantastic training and conferencing 

facility it’s certainly not going to be quiet! 

So much hard work goes into every element 

of what we do, so we are unashamedly proud of 

all we achieve. Although it may sound clichéd 

it’s hard to imagine anything that could fill you 

with more pride than knowing you are making a 

positive difference to the lives of disabled children 

worldwide every day. n

Find out more at   www.jenx.com.i
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Meet the company behind an award winning 

product which improves the lives of children 

with cerebral Palsy. Divisional Director Holly 

Jenkins explains how they developed their 

latest award-winning product…

Standz   
Meet the Maker    YOU & YOUR HEALTH
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 MEAnWHILE, bring a small pan of 
water to the boil and blanch the 
broccoli and cauliflower for 3 minutes, 
then drain.

 WHEn the chicken is cooked, add 
the drained veg to the casserole dish 
with the spinach paste, coconut milk, 
honey and a little salt and pepper. Stir 
well and simmer for 2–3 minutes, then 
serve garnished with a few sprigs of 
mint.

vEg tAgInE 
Serves 4 | Prep time 15 minutes 
| Cook time about 5 minutes

There is just something about veg 
from the Med. Perhaps it’s the 
umami from the tomatoes or maybe 
the creamy savoury bite of the 
chickpeas that makes them seem 
somehow more hearty than green 
veg? So I decided to combine a 
whole bunch of them in a dish to put 
veg squarely at the heart of a meal, 
instead of being a mere culinary 
sidekick.

Ingredients
1 x quantity tomacado Salsa, 320g 

couscous, 60g raisins, 60g dried 

apricots, diced, 2 chicken or vegetable 

stock cubes, 420ml boiling water, 1 tbsp 

extra virgin olive oil, 200g finely sliced 

onions, 400g can chickpeas, rinsed 

and drained, A few mint leaves, finely 

sliced, A few curly parsley sprigs, finely 

chopped, Pepper to serve, Lemon 

wedges and soy sauce.

 WHILE the tomacado Salsa is 
marinating, tip the couscous into a 
large, wide heatproof bowl or large 
saucepan, add the dried fruits, 
crumble in the stock cubes and mix 
well. Pour over the measured water 
and give it a quick, thorough stir, then 
cover with a plate or saucepan lid 
and set aside.

 HEAt the olive oil in a medium frying 
pan over a medium-high heat. Add 
the onions and fry for about 5 minutes, 
stirring frequently, or until browned to 
your liking.

gREEn HARYALI 
cHIcKEn 
Serves 4 | Prep time 20 minutes 
| Cook time about 25 minutes

Teaming up fresh herbs and leafy 
greens makes this the lightest, 
freshest and, frankly, the greenest 
green curry around. A bit of a 
left-field take for those used to 
traditional curry-house staples, but 
make this recipe once and you’ll be 

back for more.

Ingredients - 
20g butter
400g diced onions
300g boneless, skinless 
chicken breasts, cut 
into chunks
160g broccoli florets, 
halved
160g cauliflower florets, 
quartered
400ml can coconut milk
2 tbsp honey
Salt and pepper

Spinach paste
400g frozen spinach, defrosted,
40g mint, plus extra small sprigs to 
garnish, 40g curly parsley, 4 green bird’s-
eye chillies (optional)

Spice paste
30g garlic, minced, 30g fresh root ginger, 
peeled and minced, 4 tbsp water

Spice mix
1 tsp turmeric, 4 tsp ground cumin

4 tsp ground coriander, 2 tsp ground 
fenugreek, ½ tsp ground cardamom

Method -  
 coat the squash and courgette in 

2 tsp of olive oil and a little sea salt, 
and roast in the oven at 200°c (400°f) 
for 10 minutes or so. Remove the 
courgettes and continue roasting the 
squash for a further 10 minutes until 
just tender.

 SQuEEzE out as much liquid from 
the defrosted spinach as you can, 

then blend with all the 
remaining spinach paste 
ingredients in a food 
processor.
Set aside.

 MIX the spice paste 
ingredients together in 
a small bowl to form 
a thin paste, then set 
aside.

 coMbInE 
the spice mix 
ingredients 

together in another small 
bowl and set aside.

 MELt the butter in a large 
flameproof casserole dish over a 
medium-low heat, add the onions 
and sweat for 10 minutes until 
softened. Stir in the spice mix and 
cook for 2 minutes. turn the heat up to 
medium, add the spice paste and stir 
to deglaze the pan. Add the chicken 
and cook for about 8–10 minutes, or 
until cooked through.

James Wong offers some tasty ideas to get more 
veg into your life…

TO 10 A DAY
eat your way
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 REMovE the 
cover from the 
couscous and 
fluff it up with 
a fork. Stir in 
the onions, 
the salsa 
(including 
its marinade), 
the chickpeas, chopped 
herbs and a few twists of pepper.

 SERvE with the lemon wedges 
and a drizzle of soy sauce.

 PRO TIP  - I always like to make 
more than I need of this dish – it 
makes a great packed lunch for the 

next day!

RAInboW 
tARtIfLEttE 
Serves 4 | Prep time 15 minutes 
| Cook time 40 minutes

Cheese, cream, potato and bacon: 
traditionally beige French tartiflette 
is high up the ranks of ultimate 
comfort food! Pair this colourful 
version with a sharp side salad.

Ingredients
400g unpeeled purple sweet 

potatoes, cut into chunks, 1 tbsp 

olive oil, 400g finely sliced onions

150g lardons or diced unsmoked 

bacon, 100ml dry white wine

160g cored and deseeded red 

pepper, cut into thin strips

160g cored and deseeded yellow 

pepper, cut into thin strips

200g tenderstem broccoli, halved 

lengthways, 100g half-fat crème 

fraiche, ½ tsp freshly grated nutmeg

200g Reblochon cheese, Pepper

 cooK the sweet potatoes in 
a large saucepan of simmering 
water for 6–8 minutes until cooked 
through but not soft. Drain, then tip 
into a large baking dish (about 30 x 
20cm/12 x 8in and 7cm/2.in deep) 
and set aside.

 PREHEAt the oven 
to 220.c (425.f), gas 
Mark 7.

 HEAt the olive oil in 
a large frying pan over 

a medium-high heat. 
Add the onions and 
fry for 5 minutes, stirring 
occasionally, until starting 
to brown. Add the lardons or 
bacon and cook for another 

5 minutes, stirring occasionally.

 PouR in the wine, stirring to 
deglaze the pan, then simmer for 5 
minutes. throw in the sliced peppers 
and broccoli, season generously 
with pepper and 
cook for another 
3 minutes. tIP the 
mixture into the 
baking dish, then 
toss together with the 
sweet potatoes, crème 
fraiche and nutmeg.

 tear the cheese apart 
and dot over the top.

 bAKE for 15 minutes, 
or until the cheese turns 
golden brown. Leave to 
cool for a few minutes, then 
serve.

LEMonY SPInAcH, 
RED PEPPER & 
ASPARAguS fRIttAtA 
Serves 1

Ingredients
Prep time 10 minutes, cook time 10 

minutes, 100g (3.oz) frozen chopped 

spinach, defrosted, 3 large eggs

1 tsp extra virgin olive oil, 80g 

trimmed asparagus, finely chopped

1 garlic clove, finely chopped, 

1 tbsp lemon juice, A few thyme 

sprigs, leaves picked, 80g cored 

and deseeded red pepper, cut 

into chunks, 10g cheddar cheese, 

grated, Salt and pepper

 SQuEEzE out as much liquid from 

the defrosted spinach as you can, 
then set to one side.

 bREAK the eggs into a bowl and 
beat together with a little salt and 
pepper. Set aside.

 HEAt the olive oil in a small 
flameproof frying pan, add the 
asparagus and garlic and fry for 2 
minutes. Stir in the lemon juice and 
thyme leaves and fry for another 1 
minute. Add the red pepper and 
spinach and cook for 3 minutes.

 SPREAD the veg out evenly in 
the pan, then pour in the beaten 

egg, tilting the pan 
to distribute it evenly. 
Sprinkle in the 
cheese and cook 
for 3 minutes, or until 
the egg is just set 
and you can slide 
a spatula around 
the side.

 PLAcE the 
pan under a 
preheated hot 
grill for a few 
minutes until 

the top of the frittata 
has set and the cheese is golden.

10-a-day the easy way by 

James Wong, published by 

Mitchell Beazley, £20 from  www.

octopusbooks.co.uk Photographs © 

Jason Ingram
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S pring is a new season, one of 

growth, new beginnings and fresh 

starts. The longer, warmer days are 

shiny with potential and you are 

ready for new challenges and adventures. Or, 

perhaps, you are feeling weighed down by 

expectation? Your life feels cluttered and your 

motivation disappeared somewhere in the 

depths of winter? 

Whichever is true, what you need is a clear 

space. A blank page on which to write the 

coming months. Here are my top tips to clear 

your space for a fresh start.

Your physical space is a direct reflection 

of your life. If it feels dirty, cluttered and 

confused, you may struggle to relax, make 

decisions or attract positive experiences. 

Constantly having to look for things or notice 

jobs that need done is stressful and draining. 

This can apply to the therapy room as well as 

the home. Even small changes can make a big 

difference.

Make a quick sweep through your space, 

collecting rubbish and putting away the most 

obvious things. 

Clothes are a good place to start clearing: 

make piles to keep, donate / sell, mend or 

throw away. Discard anything that doesn’t fit 

or makes you feel bad when you wear it. 

You can then work through your space with 

the same intention to keep, mend, donate or 

throw away. Keep only things that you use 

regularly or spark joy. Don’t feel guilty about 

selling or donating, this gives the item the 

opportunity to be loved by someone else. 

Clean your space using environmentally 

friendly products. Vinegar and bicarbonate 

soda can be combined with essential oils 

for almost any cleaning situation. One of my 

favourite combinations is lemongrass and 

tea tree for their cleansing and anti-bacterial 

properties and the wonderful fresh smell. 

Finally, sweep your space from the back to 

the front and out the front door. As well as a 

physical clearing, this is symbolic of clearing 

negative energy. 

Cleaning your space will instantly improve 

its energy but an energetic clearing will really 

make it shine. Smudging is a traditional way 

to improve the energy of a space.  You will 

need some white sage, which you’ll find in 

most holistic stores, and a feather. Burn the 

sage in the space you want to clear, using the 

feather to waft the smoke into every corner. 

If you don’t want to burn the sage, you can 

use white sage incense sticks. Sage essential 

oil in a diffuser is good when the energy in a 

space needs a quick boost. Sound is another 

great way to lift and clear energy – clapping or 

ringing a bell in each corner of the space will 

make an immediate difference.

Create a sacred space. A corner of a shelf 

or window sill will do. Keep something in your 

space from each element; air, water, earth and 

fire to create an ideal spot to take a moment to 

focus and breathe. You could set a comfortable 

chair or meditation cushion nearby. Display 

affirmations and your wish board here to set the 

intention for your fresh start. 

Every space cleared will make a difference, 

so start small; a drawer, a wardrobe, under 

the bed and expand out from there. Once you 

notice the difference, you won’t want to stop. 

Choose only things that are useful or beautiful 

and enjoy your clear space and fresh start. n

Donna Booth is a contentment 

coach and creator of The 

Practical Goddess course.  she also 

runs retreats in the far north Highlands 

of scotland and loves creating sacred 

spaces.  Find out more at  www.

vitality-retreat.com or https://www.

facebook.com/vitalityretreat/

i

Spring is the perfect time for a fresh start. Donna 
Booth helps you clear the decks so you can make the 

most of that potential…
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 Algenist Genius 
Sleeping Collagen

Algenist have launched a new overnight 
treatment which combines their active vegan 
collagen with Algenist’s patented Alguronic 
Acid made from algae. The emollient cream 

formula nourishes and locks 
in moisture while you sleep 
for softer, more cushioned, 
supple and radiant skin in the 
morning. Formulated with 
restful notes to encourage 
quality sleep and to 
provide optimal benefits 
while the body is at rest, 
this must-have nightly 
essential introduces a new 
ingredient technology that 
helps prevent overnight 
dehydration, increase 
moisture and deeply 
nourish while you sleep. 

At £88, it’s expensive, but 95% of their 
85 testers noted that their skin felt softer 
and suppler after just 10 days. Find it at 
spaceNK.

ooohhh! that’s new!

Oooh! That’s new    YOU & YOUR HEALTH
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 Yaoh Natural SPF-
25 sunblock

Perfect for sunny holidays or brighter 
weather at home, Yaoh’s new hemp 
sunblock is suitable for vegans and 
contains non-nano Zinc Oxide as its 
active ingredient, giving a complete UVA 
and UVB protection. All Yaoh products 
are 100% vegan, not tested on animals, 
as well as being free from sodium lauryl 
sulphate, parabens, harmful substances 
and unnecessary chemical additives. It’s 
ideal for all skin types and excellent for 
children and those with sensitive skin. 
RRP £11.99 from www.yaoh.co.uk or 
good health food shops.

 Meditation and 
clinic music

If you use background music during 
your therapy, why not waft yourself 
and your clients off to Hawaii? 
Marth Healing Music is a music 
label located in Honalulu who 
produce royalty-free music which is 
widely used by many therapists to 
enhance their practice, as well as 
mindfulness apps. listen for yourself 
at   http://agent.hawaii-h.com/
world_ranking_no1/

 Abakus Foods 
Chocolate Coated 
Red Dates

We may be biased, but most 
fruits benefit from being covered in chocolate. 
Abakus have just extended their range of 
superfruit Red Dates snacks. These come coated 
with crunchy premium dark chocolate and make 
an indulgent and nutritious treat. If you need 
an excuse to try them, then dark chocolate is 
known for its natural anti-oxidant properties and 
for being a source of iron. red Dates are a berry 
from the Far east, enjoyed for health and well-
being for thousands of years. They have a natural 
caramel flavour and are packed with nutrients. 
They contain 18 out of 24 essential amino acids 
and can help the body adapt to stress, both 

mentally and physically. The fresh jujube 
fruit has 20 x more vitamin C than 
citrus fruits.  Abukus’s Chocolate 
Coated red Dates have an rrP 
£1.49 per pack and are available 
through   www.abakusfoods.com

Our picks of the latest products to make your life a little better this spring…

 Westlab Alchemy bath salts

If you’re in need of a little bath time pampering, then check out Westlab’s 
new Alchemy range, each of which combines epsom and Himalayan salts 
with essential oils and plant extracts. Each is natural, vegan and cruelty free.  
There are four variants: Mindful promotes tranquillity with CBD, frankincense 
and bergamot, recover combines arnica, for soothing tired muscles, while 
Cleanse includes lemongrass and pink grapefruit oils along with seaweed 
to detoxify the body and smells great. Sleep includes valerian, jasmine and 
lavender to help you nod off. £6.99 per pack from Asda. 
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Electromagn such as WiFi, mobile phones, laptops, 
5G  

	

	
Radiation… prevents the patient’s thorough recovery 
 

For full details visit: comosystems.co.uk/cure 

 

Comosystems UK is operated by an holistic 
practitioner. Comosystems has developed a 
unique ‘CMO’ (Compensating Magnetic 
Oscillator) technology which mitigates the 
effects of EMFs for you and your clients. 
 

The products are supported by more 
scientific research than any other. 
 

(Staffordshire  UK) 

Freiburger Appeal 2002 – signed by over 1000 doctors 

“ ” 
The efficacy of your client treatments is being reduced by exposure to the EMFs all around us. WiFi, mobile 
phones, 5G, laptops, are now undeniably linked to emission of damaging radiation which impacts on the body’s 
ability to heal as well as triggering comorbidities. 
 

Amalgamated results of CMO efficacy studies. 
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of therapies and treatments. IPTI can also
offer cover for additional training, part-time
teaching, all risks cover for equipment and

products and student membership. IPTI was
founded in 1982 and membership also has the
benefits of reduced rate journal subscriptions,
client referral and an informative newsletter.

IPTI is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
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Email: mail@iptiuk.com Web: www.iptiuk.com

Enjoy a yearly subscription to our 
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in business, as well as provide you with stories and features 

especially for you and your health… so to guarantee your copy 
delivered to your door each quarter, simply subscribe at:
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SUBSCRIPTION

OFFER
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Have a look at these definitions of 
naturopathy which summarise the 
situation neatly.

E NCYClOPeDIA.COM gives us: 

“Naturopathic medicine is a branch 

of medicine in which a variety of 

natural medicines and treatments 

are used to heal illness. It uses a system of 

medical diagnosis and therapeutics based on the 

patterns of chaos and organization in nature”. 

Wikipedia offers, “Naturopathic medicine is a 

form of alternative medicine that employs an array 

of pseudoscientific practices branded as “natural”, 

“non-invasive”, and as promoting “self-healing”. 

The ideology and methods of naturopathy are 

based on vitalism and folk medicine, rather than 

evidence-based medicine”. All those quotation 

marks indicate a value judgement, perhaps 

even a suggestion of quackery on behalf of the 

naturopaths. This isn’t a definition, this is dogma. 

When even encyclopaedias lose their objectivity, it 

becomes clear that this is a battle which affects all 

of us in some way. 

even the Us government’s own National 

Centre for Complementary and Integrative Health 

which is supposed to take an open, scientific 

viewpoint frames its own definition in a strange 

way, suggesting that Naturopathy is an outmoded 

approach, noting, “Naturopathic medicine—is 

a medical system that has evolved from a 

combination of traditional practices and health care 

approaches popular in europe during the 19th 

century”. This is just one form of holistic healthcare, 

but it’s clear that something big is going on that 

affects many modalities on a global scale. 

Two main streams of thought are emerging 

when it comes to health. They cannot, 

seemingly, be reconciled. On one side, there 

are supporters of an allopathic, pharmaceutical 

approach who are actively seeking to outlaw 

some forms of holistic treatment or integrative 

medicine. On the other, some traditional forms 

of medicine are seeking, with state backing, to 

become the primary medical health approach, 

downgrading a pharmaceutical approach, 

particularly in Africa, India and China. While 

this might be regarded as purely ideological 

argument, it’s really about money. An awful lot of 

money. In fact, global pharmaceutical sales are 

forecast to reach $1567.8 billion by 2023. 

Some mainstream treatments 
like yoga, reflexology and 

aromatherapy are also 
affected, but the exclusion 

of naturopathy and Western 
herbalism shows where the 

battle lines have been drawn. 

so why should such a huge industry feel 

threatened by holistic healthcare? In part, 

it’s due to increasing regulation on the drugs 

industry, combined with losses to counterfeiting. 

Trafficking medicine earns smugglers between 

ten and twenty times more revenue than 

narcotics, according to Bernard leroy of the 

Institute of research against Counterfeit 

Medicine. Factor in a rising and aging global 

population with proportionally increasing income 

levels among poor and middle-class families. 

In turn, this leads to rising access to quality 

In some regions, holistic healthcare is under threat while other countries seek to promote a holistic 
or integrative approach. Whether it’s Big Pharma versus Anti-Vaxxers, Science versus Nature 

or East versus West, the arguments are becoming more polarised and passionate. It’s becoming 
increasingly clear that there’s a battle going on over the way we approach health and medicine…
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healthcare including holistic approaches, which 

are often more person-centred, individualised 

and take account of underlying lifestyle factors. 

People choose a holistic approach because they 

feel it’s more natural and works for them.

This consumer demand has led in turn to 

a rational, science based attack on holistic 

healthcare in many countries. The two main 

casualties of the early skirmishes in the UK have 

been herbal medicine, which has seen almost 

all university courses canned in the last fifteen 

years and homeopathy. At one time the NHs 

even had a homeopathic hospital, 

but homeopathic prescriptions 

have declined by more than 95% 

in the past decade and in 2017, 

NHs england recommended 

that GPs and other prescribers 

should stop providing it. 

Pharmacies, however, often 

provide homeopathic remedies 

and private homeopathy is 

available. 

In Australia, holistic 

healthcare is threatened too. 

Most Australians carry private 

health insurance. From this 

April, these policies will no longer 

pay for sixteen types of holistic treatment, 

because of changes to the scheme made by the 

government.  Many of the therapies that will no 

longer be funded. These include some niche 

therapies like Alexander Technique, Buteyko and 

Feldenkrais.

Some mainstream treatments like yoga, 

reflexology and aromatherapy are also affected, 

but the exclusion of naturopathy and Western 

herbalism shows where the battle lines have 

been drawn. Acupuncture, Chinese herbalism 

and Ayurveda have not been included on the 

list. The holistic therapies that have been cut 

are those without the critical mass to lobby 

effectively, or to produce supporting research 

studies. In other words, those without the 

backing of high level state support such as that 

afforded to Ayurveda or Traditional Chinese 

Medicine. 

People will still be able to have these 

therapies, but will now need to pay for them 

directly from their own pockets. This may reduce 

client numbers and threaten the livelihoods 

of many specialist therapists, while shifting 

the focus from preventing ill health to curing 

diseases. 

If Australia has cut off access to holistic 

therapies as part of insurance changes, 

then Spain has taken an even more extreme 

approach, effectively outlawing many therapies. 

The spanish government plans to eradicate 

alternative medicine such as acupuncture or 

homeopathy from health centres to avoid the, 

“potential harmful effects” of the practices 

when they are used as an alternative or a 

complement to treatment that is itself based 

on “proof and scientific rigour”. Not only will 

holistic treatment be removed from health 

centres, where all treatment must be given by 

recognised professionals, but there are plans to 

axe all university courses in alternative medicine 

being taught in spanish universities and plans to 

end the awarding of diplomas in the sector. This 

effectively drives the industry underground, into a 

less regulated, less well-educated ghetto.

Conversely, both India and China, as well 

as some Middle eastern countries, are heavily 

promoting holistic approaches to healthcare. 

Interestingly, the Middle east is favouring 

Indian approaches, such as Ayurveda, while 

acupuncture is becoming increasingly recognised 

in India. China has plans to make Traditional 

Chinese Medicine the global equal of Western 

Allopathic Medicine. 

Global Risk Insights, a specialist consulting 

business, published a fascinating report in 2017, 

which recognised the extent to which China has, 

in effect, colonised healthcare in much of Africa. 

In 2001, the World Health Organization (WHO), 

earmarked traditional medicine a policy priority 

for Africa and the Chinese government quickly 

moved ahead, exporting and promoting TCM in 

Africa.  The global herbal medicine market has 

grown to $60 billion, and Africa has become the 

largest medicine export market for China. China’s 

own traditional medicine market accounts 

for 22.4% of their national pharmaceutical 

industry and one third of China’s gross medicine 

production. It has grown by a quarter in the 

five years to 2017 and is worth $114.2 billion. 

There are over a million Chinese expats in 

Africa, the number of TCM practitioners there is 

also increasing, serving both Chinese and local 

clientele. Mali alone has more than 16.000 

Chinese medical doctors. Financial constraints, 

and the familiarity of traditional African medicine 

make Africa a ripe market for the China, which 

is investing in university TCM programmes in 

Africa, and inviting African students to study 

TCM in China, just as similar courses are being 

withdrawn in the West. 
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India, too, is emerging as a global player. The 

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has 

recognised acupuncture as an independent 

system of healthcare, with plans to widen 

and promote the practice. This is one of only 

three such recognised systems of medicine in 

the country, with the others being allopathic 

medicine and AYUsH. 

India has a government ministry specifically 

dedicated to AYUsH – Ayurveda, Yoga and 

Naturopathy, Unani, siddha and Homeopathy. 

The ministry has four main objectives which 

focus on raising the educational 

standards of practitioners and 

colleges, increasing research 

programmes, promoting, 

cultivating and regenerating 

the use and production of 

traditional medicinal plants 

and move towards providing 

pharmacopoeia standards for 

AYUsH medicinal products and 

homoeopathy drugs. 

In February 2019, the 

Ministry of AYUsH signed 

an agreement to explore 

mechanisms for exporting 

AYUsH products from India, 

including medicinal plants, using internet 

advertising and social media campaigns 

to broaden the appeal of India’s traditional 

treatments and raise awareness levels, in 

order to build capacity. It is big business 

and becoming more significant for India’s 

economy. Amazon India partnered with Dabur 

on an Ayurveda e-marketplace, offering all 

the country’s Ayurveda brands and medicinal 

products. 

If China’s promotion of TCM is about market 

share and the acquisition of resources, then 

India’s AYUsH approach is also designed to 

promote tourism. India hopes to establish 

itself as a medical tourism hub and has also 

established information centres and ten 

university chairs of AYUsH overseas to teach 

Yoga and other ancient medicines. education 

is therefore key to both China and India’s 

promotion of traditional holistic practices. 

The Muslim world is also developing the 

idea of halalopathy, an approach based on 

medicine, nutrition and faith, the latter being 

a factor missing from most other allopathic or 

traditional forms of treatment. Treatments, must 

be approved – made from acceptable ingredients 

and production methods, in a similar way to halal 

foods. There are already halal pharmaceuticals, 

which contain no pork gelatine, with Muslim 

expenditure on all pharmaceuticals expected to 

reach $131 billion by 2023. Malaysia is also 

developing halal drug guidelines while Indonesia 

plans similar certification by 2024. 

If China’s promotion of TCM 
is about market share and 

the acquisition of resources, 
then India’s AYUSH 

approach is also designed to 
promote tourism.  

Jawad Alzeer, the originator of halalopathy 

believes it fits with what consumers want, 

questioning the ethics of drug companies and 

moving towards preventative, personalised 

healthcare, including use of genetics, epigenetics 

and big data.

shoeeb riaz, operations director at The 

Halal Trust, the UK halal certification body, 

“Halalopathy’s time has arrived, as we’re seeing 

more of a fusion of homeopathic and allopathic 

medicine, with the pharmaceutical industry 

itself increasingly accepting the naturopathic 

tradition. so, halalopathy is not a new thing. It 

is really returning back to an ancient mindset of 

healing found not only in the Islamic tradition 

but also Chinese, African, Greek, and aboriginal 

traditions.”

These movements are on a global scale, so we 

may feel that they will not affect our own small 

businesses, but it is clear that the battle lines 

have been drawn and there will be casualties. 

We see it in the virulence of the arguments put 

forth in favour of and against vaccination, we 

see it in the more militant forms of veganism and 

online shaming of politically incorrect opinions. 

What we need is to shift away from the 

battleground surrounding healthcare before it is 

too late. An adversarial approach benefits no-

one. We need to find a third way; a way which 

encompasses a holistic approach and uses this 

as part of the weaponry against poor health, 

particularly effective against lifestyle diseases 

and to support ongoing good health. The trouble 

with a battleground is that few of those on the 

front lines survive.
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Roddy McDonald of Water for Health shares his appreciation 
of Ikigai, the Japanese secret to a long and happy life…

holistictherapistmagazine.com
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for a Fuller,
A Blueprint  

healthier life?

ikigai:

THe international bestseller 

Ikigai: The Japanese Secret 

to a Long and Happy Life, 

by Héctor García and 

Francesc Miralles, is a 

meditative antidote for anyone who has 

ever found themselves saying, “I don’t 

know what to do with my life.” Ikigai is 

about living better for longer by finding 

your purpose.

what is Ikigai? 
Ikigai is a Japanese concept that means 

reason for being. It is the heart of things, 

the motivation at the centre of our 

existence: the source of value in a person’s 

life or the things that makes them put one 

foot in front of the other each day. 

It’s thought that this deep connection with, 

and appreciation for, Ikigai is one probable 

reason for the remarkable longevity of the 

Japanese, particularly those residing on the 

island of Okinawa. Okinawa is known for the 

longevity of its residents, with many living 

till well over a hundred. A uncommon sense 

of community, a non-exclusionary sense of 

oneness where even strangers are treated like 

brothers; access to lush hills and crystalline 

waters; Moringa tea; a light, nutritious diet 

and moderate exercise, even after retirement, 

all contribute towards this.



Ten Rules of Ikigai 
Adopting the concept of Ikigai can help us reduce 

our chances of chronic illness, enjoy high levels 

of vitality throughout life and provide a genuine 

sense of purpose. These can be summarised as 

the ten rules of Ikigai.

Stay active; don’t retire 

“Those who give up on the things they love doing 

and do well lose their purpose in life. That’s why 

it’s so important to keep doing things of value, 

making progress, bringing beauty or utility to 

others, helping out, and shaping the world 

around you.”

Take it slow 

“Being in a hurry is inversely proportional to 

quality of life. As the old saying goes, ‘walk 

slowly and you’ll go far.’ When we leave urgency 

behind, life and time take on new meaning.”

The logic in this is undeniable. Don’t rush 

through life: take time to appreciate meaningful 

moments along the way. Progress with patience 

and a sense of appreciation for the passage of time.

don’t fill your stomach 

“Less is more when it comes to eating for long 

life, too. According to the 80 percent rule, in 

order to stay healthier longer, we should eat a 

little less than our hunger demands instead of 

stuffing ourselves.”

Decades of research on lab subjects including 

rats and rhesus monkeys, shows that calorie 

restriction can increase lifespan.  Calorie restriction 

researcher rozalyn Anderson, suggests that eating 

30% fewer calories, “delays aging and vulnerability. 

Instead of going after diseases one at a time, you 

go after the underlying vulnerability and tackle them 

all at once.”

similarly, a University of southern California 

showed that anti-ageing benefits could be obtained 

by practising a fast-mimicking diet intermittently, 

which provides a ‘regenerative’ effect: with this 

method you would observe calorie-control five days 

a month for three consecutive months, and then 

repeat the protocol at intervals as required.

Surround yourself with good friends
“Friends are the best medicine, there for confiding 

worries over a good chat, sharing stories that 

brighten your day, getting advice, having fun, 

dreaming… in other words, living.”

Continuous social interaction is vital for physical 

and mental health, as research has shown time 

and time again.

get in shape for your next 
birthday “

Water moves; it is at its best when it flows 

fresh and doesn’t stagnate. The body you move 

through life in needs a bit of daily maintenance 

to keep it running for a long time. Plus, exercise 

releases hormones that make us feel happy.”

Accepting that your body simply goes to seed when 

you get older might seem normal, but it isn’t.  If 

you’re currently out of shape, make a pledge to get 

fit this year. Lifelong exercise routines positively 

influence your performance later in life.

Smile 

“A cheerful attitude is not only relaxing – it also 

helps make friends. It’s good to recognise that 

things aren’t so great, but we should never forget 

what a privilege it is to be in the here and now in a 

world so full of possibilities.”

smiling lifts your mood by releasing endorphins, and 

positively affects those around you. It helps retune 

to your attitude and puts you on a more optimistic 

footing. smiling may even boost your immune health, 

due to the connection between neurotransmitters 

and the gut.

Reconnect with nature 

“Though most people live in cities these days, 

human beings are made to be part of the natural 

world. We should return to it often to recharge our 

batteries.”

This simply feels right, doesn’t it? Of course, 

science backs it up too. In a 2016 study of 108,000 

women, those living in the greenest areas had a 

12% lower risk of death than those living in the 

least green areas. Try gardening which has the dual 

benefit of encouraging time outdoors in green spaces 

and moderate physical activity. What’s more, men 

and women who regularly garden in later life are 

said to have a 36% lower risk of dementia than non-

gardening counterparts.

give thanks 

“To your ancestors, to nature, which provides 

you with the air you breathe and the food you 

eat, to your friends and family, to everything 

that brightens your days and makes you feel 

lucky to be alive. Spend a moment every day 

giving thanks, and you’ll watch your stockpile of 

happiness grow.”

Gratitude can centre you and bring inner peace: 

you start to appreciate all that you have and disregard 

all that you do not. Cultivate a habit of expressing 

gratitude often, and let your woes drift away on the 

ether. It is a tremendously empowering exercise.

Live in the moment 
“Stop regretting the past and fearing the future. 

Today is all you have. Make the most of it. Make 

it worth remembering.”

Prolonged resentment eats away at the spirit and 

eventually eats away at the body, often manifesting 

in excess acidity and inflammation. Don’t be 

defined by your past, focus on the here and now!

follow your Ikigai 
There is a passion inside you, a unique talent 

that gives meaning to your days and drives you to 

share the best of yourself until the very end. If you 

don’t know what your ikigai is yet, your mission is 

to discover it. n

Water for Health provides a range 

of products for proper hydration 

and nutrition, making a massive difference 

to people’s health and quality of life. This 

includes water filtration systems, alkaline water 

products, green food and other supplements. 

Water for Health’s range of water products 

have been developed based on the research 

and technology of the Japanese and the 

Koreans who appreciate the health giving 

properties of good water.  Find out more at   

 www.water-for-health.co.uk
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No radiation. No magnets. No electricity.
No batteries or maintenance. Lasts forever.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee.

www.polaraidhealth.com
AskDrTomic@polaraidhealth.com
1-450-486-7888

e:  AskDrTomic@polaraidhealth.com 
t:   1-450-486-7888
w:  polaraidhealth.com

No radiation or magnetism. 
No expiry date.
Maintenance-FREE.

Today, Dr. Dino Tomic has adapted Lakhovsky’s and 
Tesla’s ground-breaking science to perfect the PolarAid ‘antenna’. 
Dr. Dino Tomić, a medical doctor specializing in gynecology 
and obstetrics for over 20 years, has devoted himself  to 
exploring how powerfully medical science and energy medicine 
(quantum and bio-resonance) interface and synergize.

POLARAID R
1st demonstrated by Georges Lakhovsky and Nikola Tesla

PolarAidR is revolutionary! PolarAid is a ‘disc’ is made of copper 
metal alloy rings which work as a satellite antenna. It receives  
vital energy from the environment. When PolarAid is laid  
directly onto the body, it redirects the energy to replenish  
the body’s energy flow, enhancing its capacities to bring  
balance naturally. Perfect to use as a powerful, supplemental 
at-home or in-office tool.

The History: In 1899, Nikola Tesla demonstrated the existence  
of Scalar Waves, the energy that springs from the cosmos  
since the very creation of the universe.  
He found that this energy nourishes our 
body just as food and water but as we  
experience challenges or age, our body cells, 
DNA as the receptor, lose the  
capability to fully absorb this energy. 

In the 1930s, Dr. Lakhovsky invented 
the ‘Lakhovsky antenna’, specially 
designed, copper-based alloy rings 
with proprietary design and positioning,  
to work as a vortex to transmit  
and amplify these powerful frequencies. 
He further developed his antenna  
to re-energize and rejuvenate the 
human body.

 
 

Watch
our

 video!

Incorporate This Powerful Modality 
Into Your Unique Therapy Plans for Your patients! 

Improved, balanced energy and vitality!

The statements in this advertorial, the website or any other marketing materials are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. These 
statements do not intend to dispense medical advice nor can this product cure or prevent any disease or condition. Always consult with a licensed medical 
professional before beginning a health protocol or using this device especially if you are pregnant or have pre-existing medical conditions. These statements 
have not been evaluated by the FDA or Health Canada.

Enhance

Wellness 
and Wellbeing!

Promote quality of sleep, relaxation • Enhance female and male sexual health at all stages of adult life!
Support: weight management and healthy metabolism, bowel health, cardiovascular health, ocular health,

sinus health, cerebral health, mental calm, balanced moods, emotional health and more……

“I am a Licensed Clinical Psychologist, so when 
 I evaluated PolarAid it was from both personal 

 and professional angles. I used it for my own 
chronic issues as well as to evaluate it’s efficacy  

for patients when used along with a healthy diet, 
supplements, common sense habits, etc.  

With PolarAid, I experienced support for digestion.  
I also used it on my back and it has made it easier to ‘hold’ 

a positive, much more youthful posture. Its calming, balancing  
and regulating effects have significant implications for mental health, 

both cognitive and emotionally. Thank you and God Bless!!!”
(Dr. S.E.S., San Francisco, California) 

“For years, I have suffered from low moods. 
 I spent thousands of dollars, but nothing helped. 
When I read about the PolarAid disc, I thought 
‘why not?’ In two weeks, after using the disc  
daily, a wonderful calm came over me!  
I have now boundless energy. I am so much  
happier, and I can sleep well.” (B.B. Stoney Creek, ON)

Complement the therapy programs you have developed 
for your patients to encourage and support targeted 
goals. Hundreds and hundreds of testimonials…. 

AdvERTORIAL 



For more information or to order today call:

+44 (0)1764 662111
or visit

water-for-health.co.uk
email: info@water-for-health.co.uk

Premium quality health products 
from across the globe. From a 

company that, like you, genuinely 
care about making a difference to 

people’s health and quality of life.

Buchanan House, Rossie Place, Auchterarder, Perthshire. PH3 1AJ

Special Pricing 
for Health 

Practitioners

High Potency 
Probiotics

Innovative Water 
Filtration

Award Winning 
Greens

Highest Quality 
Fish Oils
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A FRESH APPROACH TO TRAINING 
AND MEMBERSHIP FOR 
COMPLEMENTARY THERAPISTS

Join Us… Professional Association 
Membership for Multi-Disciplinary Therapists

Train With Us… For a successful career in complementary 
therapies. Professional Diplomas, Certificates and CPD Workshops.

“I’m definitely renewing my premier 
membership - such a fantastic range of 
benefits and I really appreciate being 
able to get expert advice when I need it.” 
Sue, Premier Member

Complementary Health Professionals
Kemp House, 152 City Road

London EC1V 2NX

0333 577 3340
www.complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk

enquiries@complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk

“I love the practical training days. My 
tutor is so knowledgeable and my case 
study clients are all really impressed with 
my treatments. The online support for the 
theory modules is just like having one to 
one tuition.” Mark, Massage Student

chp_210x270a.indd   1 05/09/2016   14:38

WHY YOU SHOULD SWITCH YOUR 
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION 
MEMBERSHIP TO COMPLEMENTARY 
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Exclusive Premier Membership Benefits:
(we are a multidisciplinary association) 

•   access to our fantastic discounted insurance scheme

•   use of our logo on your marketing materials

•   free lapel badge (worth £4)

•   10% discount off Physique therapy products

•   15% off essential oils and aromatherapy supplies at Base 
Formula

•   exclusive therapy illness insurance cover option with 
PGMutual that also gives you a lump sum on retirement

•   free to call from a mobile therapists advice phone line - there 
is always an experienced therapist to talk to

•   free access to CNHC Registration as we are one of the CNHC 
verification organisations

•   use of MCHP after your name

•   directory for public referral

•   London Special  Treatment Licence exemption

•   full support in the event of a complaint

•   access to benefits and support materials for your practice in 
the Member Login area of our website

•   regular newsletter with up-to-date information on regulation 
and legislation as part of a free copy of Holistic Therapist 
Magazine (worth £24 per year),

•   discount accountancy scheme for your accounts and tax 
return

•   unlimited expert advice whenever you need it and free 
reviews of your marketing materials

•   discounts on CPD courses from our accredited schools—see 
our Events page for course dates

•   Regular expert blogs on the website in a range of 
complementary therapies

•   Facebook forum to share information

APPLY ONLINE TODAY ON OUR WEBSITE 

www.complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk
enquiries@complementaryhealthprofessionals.co.uk

0333 577 3340
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‘’All in all, one of the most thoughtfully designed 
supplements we’ve seen for a long time” IHCAN 

December 2018
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www.bionutri.co.uk

5

1 day CPD courses: 
For dates, please look at the website

Cupping Massage 
Deep Tissue Massage 
Hot Stone Massage 
Indian Head Massage 
Manual Lymphatic Drainage 
Myofascial Release 
Pregnancy Massage 
Sports Massage Techniques 
Trigger Point Massage

Our next ITEC courses start in 2019: 

Mon 25 March ITEC Massage L3 
																									 		(Fast-track,	exam	in	July	2019)	
		

Sat	6	April			 ITEC Sports Massage L4 
																													(Run	over	a	series	of	weekends.			
	 			Exam	in	December	2019)	

Mon 24 June ITEC Sports Massage L3 
																									 		(Fast-track,	exam	in	September	2019)	

www.accreditedmassagecourses.co.uk 
info@accreditedmassagecourses.co.uk 

Tel: 020 8340 7041
Enjoy a yearly subscription to our 

magazine for just £24!

Holistic Therapist Magazine is collectable, and will guide you 
in business, as well as provide you with stories and features 

especially for you and your health… so to guarantee your copy 
delivered to your door each quarter, simply subscribe at:

SPRING
SUBSCRIPTION

OFFER

holistictherapistmagazine.com/subscribe



spring brings a bumper 
crop of new titles. with 
everything from ayurveda 
to buddhist spaniels and 
kundalindi awakenings, 
this season’s selection is a 
little eclectic…

Healing the Thyroid with 
Ayurveda

Thyroid problems, 

whether the 

over-supply or 

oversupply of 

hormones can 

have a profound 

impact on health. 

Many people 

go undiagnosed 

because 

symptoms are often dismissed, 

particularly in middle aged and older 

women. Common symptoms of thyroid 

disease, include insomnia, depression, 

fatigue, and osteoporosis. Those who do 

receive confirmation can often go through 

several problematic years before their 

medication is balanced. 

Marianne Teitelbaum’s focus is not 

only on treating thyroid problems and 

symptoms but also on diagnosing 

them at their earliest, most reversible, 

stages using Ayurvedic techniques, 

including pulse diagnosis. she details the 

underlying reasons for thyroid malfunction 

and how the thyroid is connected with the 

health of the rest of body. She explores 

the Ayurvedic treatment of thyroid-related 

conditions, offering guidance on the 

targeted use of herbs, specific dietary 

recommendations, proper detoxification, 

and Ayurvedic recipes. 

There are some uplifting success stories 

and useful coverage of supporting 

scientific research. 

Living a Life of Harmony 

The latest title from 
Darren Cockburn 
should appeal to 
a wide audience. 
Cockburn provides 
a pathway for 
navigating life 
harmoniously 
and spreading 
compassion and 
kindness and understanding our place in 
the wider world. 

Drawing on and updating existing 
guidance from Buddhism, Christianity, 
and Yoga, the author offers 7 guidelines 
for living a life of harmony and balance: 
honour the body, bring acceptance and 
awareness to every moment, act with 
kindness, understand the truth and 
communicate it skilfully, do what needs to 
be done, harmoniously obtain and retain 
only what you need, and be aware and 
present with how you engage in the digital 
world. Ideal for anyone who feels a bit lost, 
disconnected and overwhelmed by modern 
life. 

The Accidental Business Owner

This is a very useful, easy to follow guide 

to setting up and running a business, when 

you’ve fallen into it, rather than planned 

extensively. It’s aimed at bodyworkers and 

movement teachers, massage therapists 

and all other complementary therapists, 

who want to set up a successful practice. 

It’s very practical, with lots of practical 

examples for even 

the most basic 

business problems. 

If you’re finding 

that heart-led work 

isn’t enough to 

ensure profitability, 

then think of this 

as providing you 

with a head for business.

Information Medicine

I’m always put a bit on edge by any book 

that promises to 

cure diseases like 

cancer, so I admit 

I approached this 

with a less than 

open mind. ervin 

laszlo has a pedi-

gree that encom-

passes over 400 

papers and over 70 

books. He’s best known for Science and the 

Akashic Field: An Integral Theory of Every-

thing which posits a field of information as 

the substance of the cosmos. In this book, 

he builds on his previous work showing how 

this information worldview can be applied to 

healing and medicine and, specifically, how 

it might underpin a new approach to cancer 

and disease treatment. This involves working 

directly with the epigenetic code and stem 

cell differentiation stage factors, to recon-

nect aberrant cells to the body’s information 

network and reset them to their original func-

tion. so far, the research has mainly been in 

vitro and on Zebrafish, but shows promise in 

patients with advanced liver cancer. Thank-

fully, it’s a well-referenced, advanced text-

book rather than the miraculous panacea the 

cover appears to offer. 

Spring books special
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The Enlightened Spaniel

This is a very endearing little book about 

two springer spaniels who set out to 

discover the reason their owner meditates 

and is so interested in the teachings of the 

Buddha. The spaniels embark upon a quest 

to uncover the path 

to ancient wisdom. 

As they progress 

along the road to 

enlightenment they 

not only transform 

their own percep-

tion of life but also 

the lives of those 

around them. The enlightened spaniel is 

a wise tale filled with insights and humour 

that celebrates the connection between all 

beings that reside on planet earth. I’m just 

not convinced that it’s a book that could 

have been written if the author had had 

a hyperactive Border Collie that tends to 

drop drool-covered rubber balls in your lap 

of anyone attempting to meditate or read. 

There are lessons everywhere, though!

Working with Kundalindi 

It is becoming increasingly evident that 

I possess the spirituality of a brick. 

Having read this book, I suspect my own 

Kundalindi - the energy and consciousness 

coiled at the base of the spine since birth 

- is probably still asleep.  In some people, 

Kundalini may 

unravel due to 

spiritual practices, 

or in response to 

life events, which 

can be startling 

and chaotic, 

frightening or 

blissful, bringing 

new sensations 

and changes with it which can result in 

feelings of illness or making people afraid 

they are losing their minds. 

This makes Mary Shutan’s practical guide 

on dealing with a Kundalindi awakening 

useful. she outlines a three phase process. 

The first phase can be thought of as 

a surging up of the fire of purification, 

releasing the past and disrupting the neuro-

endocrine systems of the body. The second 

phase involves expansive experiences of 

ecstasy, peace, bliss, and emptiness states 

as the upper chakras open. The third 

phase, the opening of the spiritual heart, 

is a shift from upward-flowing energy to a 

downward flow of grace and compassion, 

re-anchoring in the world. en route, shrutan 

covers the relationship between Kundalini 

and food allergies and sensitivities as well 

as supportive dietary and alternative health 

modalities.

Seeking Symmetry: Finding 
patterns in human Health 

Niall Galloway’s Seeking Symmetry offers 

an interdisciplinary guide through the 

overwhelming mass of data generated by 

contemporary science. We’re all aware that 

despite a huge mass of scientific discoveries, 

it’s very difficult to find a way to better health, 

in part because of 

a lack of clarity and 

an unwillingness to 

make lasting lifestyle 

changes. Galloway 

provides a way 

of understanding 

personal health that 

he feels, “might 

resonate in particular 

with manual therapists and movement 

workers”. 

His premise, and it is a genuinely interesting 

one, is that by applying symmetry seeking to 

practical examples from a few representative 

arenas, such as the reorganization of 

healthcare, problems in food, industrial 

farming, and the pharmaceutical industry, he 

will spark new thinking and incite readers and 

researchers alike to make connections between 

existing data and their own experiences as 

human beings.

Fascia: What it is and why it 
matters

David Lesondak’s 

title is the perfect 

introduction to fascia. 

It’s well written, 

easy to follow, really 

well illustrated and 

aimed at those 

professionals who 

are new to the 

subject. If you’re 

only going to buy one book on fascia, this 

would certainly be a sound choice. It gives the 

reader an understanding of fascia as a tissue, 

its role in the various systems of the body 

and its clinical significance to provide a solid 

working knowledge of fascia. n

Enjoy a yearly 
subscription to our 

magazine for just £24!
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Nia Davis shares her experience 
of Kambo, a traditional 
Amazonian treatment that’s not 
for the faint-hearted…

IF you’d have told me that I’d be spending three 

Sundays in a row voluntarily vomiting into a bucket 

in the name of health, I’d probably have felt as 

confused as you do right now. Planet Kambo 

invited me to try their series of ceremonies and I 

had researched the science behind this form of therapy, so I 

was keen to try it for myself.

Kambo is medicinal frog slime which is sometimes known 

as Nature’s Vaccine. It’s a venomous secretion from the back 

of the beautifully bright green, Giant Leaf Frog, also known 

as the Giant Monkey Frog. No frogs are harmed when the 

slime is gathered and the ceremony is completely legal in 

the UK. Unlike Ayahuasca, Kambo isn’t psychoactive. 

Kambo is said to be named after the legendary medicine 

man, Kampu, an ancestral shaman of the Amazon. Under 

the influence of the visionary Ayahuasca brew, Kampu was 

guided by the forest spirits towards the distinctive song of the 

Giant leaf Frog, as he searched for a way to heal the illness 

within his tribe. He was then taught how to extract and 

utilise the uniquely potent remedy that cured his clan.

A chemical cornucopia
Frog slime may not sound health-giving, but the secretion 

of the Giant leaf Frog contains a treasure trove of bioactive 

components, most notably:
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Phyllocaerulein - a neuropeptide that stimulates the 

adrenal cortex and pituitary gland. Kambo is said to 

be able to reset the immune system, body and mind. 

This compound has pain relieving effects and can 

also bring about the sensation of feeling full. It has 

traditionally been used by tribes at times when food 

has been scarce. 

Phyllomedusin - interacts with the receptors 
involved in regulating dopamine, serotonin and other 
neurotransmitters.

Sauvagine - this acts like a hormone, affecting the 
pathways involved in stress, anxiety, depression and 
addictive behaviour

Dermaseptin B2 – this compound has been shown 
to inhibit cancer cell growth, reducing prostatic 
adenocarcinoma by 90%. It also kills the filamentous 
fungi that affects AIDs patients. With the emergence 
and spread of highly resistant pathogenic bacteria, 
novel antibiotics such as these are becoming critical.

Adrenoregulin - a powerful antibiotic, rapidly 
effective against a range of parasites. Combined with 
Dermaseptins and their ability to cross the blood 
brain barrier, it’s especially promising for conditions 
like Cryptoccocal meningitis in patients with 
late-stage HIV. It also has potential in Alzheimer’s 
disease, depression and addiction.

Deltorphin and Dermorphin – both offer pain 
relieving effects, stronger than morphine without 
the same level of respiratory depression, tolerance 
potential and withdrawal symptoms.

Phyllokinin – which is able to lower blood pressure 
more effectively than other polypeptides.

Safety and Side Effects
As with any substance that actually has an effect, 
there will be cautions, contra-indications and side 
effects to consider. They depend on factors such 
as dose, frequency of use, interactions, person and 
context, which is why a highly trained practitioner is 
always recommended and anyone on pre-existing 
medication, with heart problems, or receiving 
current medical treatment should consult a medical 
professional before even considering engaging with 
the practice.

My Experience with Planet 
kambo:
There are three stages that are experienced when 
Kambo is used.

Reset: There’s a reason Kambo also goes by the 
name of ‘ordeal medicine’. It causes a deep purge 
from various organs in the body, this powerful 
detoxification resets the body and mind and 
allows for the next stage of healing to take place

Restore: within 15 minutes of the purge, a 
feeling of relief and calm washes over the body. 
This is the beginning of the ‘Kambo afterglow’ 
which can last up to 72 hours.

Revive: In the weeks and months following 
treatment, the real power of the medicine is 
revealed. Kambo stimulates the immune system 
in a way that limits sickness and ill-health. 
Kambo brings a whole new meaning to the idea 
of no pain no gain - no purge, no surge.

Kambo is applied via burns to the skin as this is the 
most hygienic way to apply the compound. There 
can be severe consequences for anyone attempting 
to eat, smoke or insufflate the medicine instead. 

After the application, it wasn’t long before I 
could feel the heat creeping up my neck. My face 
transformed into a puffy, crimson frog, a look 
which, thankfully, is not permanent.  

Next the nausea kicks in, along with the regret 
and the feeling that this may not have been the 
best idea I’ve ever had. Then, boom! A tide of 
water hits the bucket, along with a wave of relief 
and some brief respite before round two. And 
many subsequent rounds.  Although it’s described 
as vomiting, I didn’t bring up the chunky bits of 
technicoloured yawn I would have expected. It’s 
mostly just a transparent, frothy yellow water. so 
not too bad then!

One thing I learned from my group ceremony 
experience, is how different everyone’s purging 
process is. Whether it be a variation in the duration, 
emotional vs. physical nature, the volume purged, 
or level of drama experienced. Some people may 

not even vomit. everyone is different and the 
process and benefits are not something you can 
really imagine until you try it for yourself.

At the end of every session, when your twenty 
odd minutes are up, a revitalising sense of calm and 
satisfaction hugs the entire body. everyone found 
that any pre-existing angst or doubt was completely 
lifted. Over the last few years, I’d come to feel as 
though exams and modern life had slightly fried 
an already overactive nervous system and the 
ceremonies left me with such a stable sense of 
tranquillity. It really was akin to a total reset of my 
systems, with sustained effect. This also creates a 
strong foundation to build upon using other holistic 
techniques like hypnosis, yoga or related plant 
medicines. I never thought I’d be thanking frog 
goo for achieving in a matter of moments, what 
months of dosing with l-Theanine supplementation 
was meant to do. I have always believed in the 
unbeatable aptitude of Mother Nature when it 
comes to enhancing all aspects of our being: mind, 
body and soul.

Kambo certainly won’t tickle the fancy of 
everyone. For me, the experience and results 
have spoken for themselves: the afterglow, the 
long term immune boost, the total systems-reset 
and the fact that I found it to be great training 
for my mental mind set. I imagine I will probably 
get an immune boosting top-up some time down 
the line.

Had I not looked into the research indicating 
the purely physical and physiological benefit, I 
may never have tried it, but I didn’t anticipate just 

how holistic a medicine this really is. n

Find out more about Nia Davis at 

 www.niafaraway.com. You can 

discover more about Kambo at  www.

planetkambo.com.
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AcuPunctuRE 
SHoWn to RELIEvE 
EXAM ANd TEST 
ANXIETY
A clinical trial 
consisting of 
undergraduate 
students with test 
anxiety, a type 
of performance 
anxiety, who 
were treated with 
acupuncture has shown that the treatment 
reduces pre-examination anxiety and 
reduces sleep disturbances. 

subjects measured before and after 
acupuncture using the Hamilton Anxiety 
Rating Scale and Pittsburgh Sleep Quality 
Index showed significantly improved 
scores, demonstrating reduced anxiety and 
improved sleep. 

students assigned to the traditional 
acupuncture group received treatments 
at the following acupoints: sishencong 
(MHN1), shenmen (HT7) and sanyinjiao 
(sP6). students assigned to the scalp 
acupuncture group received treatments at 
the following acupoints: Upper Middle line 
Occiput (MS12), Middle Line Vertex (MS5) 
and Middle line Forehead (Ms1).

For both acupuncture groups, treatment 
commenced four weeks prior to an 
examination and was conducted daily 
with five treatments making up one 
course of care. A total of four courses were 
administered, separated by a two-day break 
each time.

The researchers noted a 100% success 

rate for anxiety reduction in both types 
of acupuncture group, but also an 83% 
success rate for the control group. 
 regarding sleep disorders, both 
acupuncture groups recorded a 95% total 
effective rate, compared to 11% for the 
untreated control group.  The results of 
this study indicate that both traditional and 
scalp acupuncture offer effective relief for 
students suffering from anxiety and sleep 
disturbances due to pre-examination stress. 

vERMont HoSPItAL 
uSIng ESSENTIAL 
OILS IN TREATMENTS 
Doctors at 

the University 

of Vermont’s 

Medical Center 

have started 

to incorporate 

essential oils 

into some treatments. Working with 

aromatherapists from lunaroma, the oils 

are being used to help patients with pain, 

anxiety or depression. 

Dr. Kitty Victoria explained, “It seems 

to work in the acute setting very well. We 

don’t know how long the effects last for, 

so as you’re breathing it in you have that 

effect,” The UVMC is working to create a 

policy that would use essential oil patches 

that attach to clothing to help patients. 

The team hopes to do further study 

into the benefits of acupressure and 

aromatherapy, but the huge variations 

in content and quality of essential oils is 

hampering such research. she advises that 

people, “Just sort of see what makes you 

feel good, what makes you happy, what 

associates a good positive emotion, and 

that will probably be something that you’ll 

derive a benefit from.

Try this…
MASSoIA bARK 
ESSEntIAL oIL
Market research 

suggest Massoia 

Bark essential 

oil is expected to 

gain in popularity 

over the next 

five years. little 

known in the UK, the steam-extracted 

oil comes from the bark of the Massoy 

tree which is native to Indonesia and 

some other Asian regions and grows at 

an altitude of 400m to 1000m above the 

sea level. Massoia Bark has a rich, warm, 

and woody aroma similar to that of a 

butter, cream, coconut, and balm. It’s also 

used as a perfume fixative, flavouring and 

dairy additive because of its high lactone 

content, which may cause skin irritation 

if undiluted. It’s said to offer a soothing, 

relaxing, and reviving feel to the mind and 

the body and also improves the circulation 

of the blood, as well as having antibacterial 

and antifungal properties. 
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Try this…12 MInutE 
MooD booStER

A comparative study from the Iowa state 

University researchers has concluded 

that if you want to boost your mood, 

walking around and offering kindness to 

others in the world reduces anxiety and 

increases happiness and feelings of social 

connection.” Douglas Gentile, professor of 

psychology noted, “It’s a simple strategy 

that doesn’t take a lot of time that you 

can incorporate into your daily activities.” 

During the study, college students 

walked around a building for 12 minutes 

practicing one of three strategies while 

the control group considered the outward 

appearance of those they encountered, 

The researchers found those who 

practiced loving-kindness or wished 

others well felt happier, more connected, 

caring and empathetic, as well as 

less anxious. Students who compared 

themselves to others felt less empathetic, 

caring and connected than students who 

extended well wishes to others. Previous 

studies have shown downward social 

comparison has a buffering effect when 

we are feeling bad about ourselves. 

The team also reported that 

social media is like a playground for 

comparisons: Dr Gentile added, “We 

often feel envy, jealousy, anger or 

disappointment in response to what we 

see on social media, and those emotions 

disrupt our sense of well-being.”

Ref:  10.1007/s10902-019-00100-2 

nEW onE StoP 
SHoP fOR 
MIddLESBOROUgH
Harry Bhardwaj 

has opened 

The One stop 

Health shop in 

Middlesborough 

which will 

provide natural 

health solutions 

such as hypnotherapy, alternative 

medicines and bio-energetic testing. 

Harry, who was previously manager of 

the town’s Clarks shoe shop, explained, “I 

always wanted to put into practice what 

I have studied all my life. I think the time 

has come.

“My therapies enable me to find out 

how your organs are doing and what 

you really need to look after in the future 

to make sure you have the right energy 

balance.”

The new shop is next door to the 

Dermadio Skin Clinic, which has been run 

by his wife shami since 2014.

AuStRALIAn 
StuDY IS fIRSt to 
connEct PROBLEM 
SMARTPHONE USE 
wITH LOwEREd 
wELLBEINg
The study, 

recently 

published in 

Computers 

in Human 

Behavior, found 

problematic 

smartphone use 

was associated with feelings of negative 

emotions, lack of control, a reduced 

sense of purpose in life, and a reduced 

ability to resist social pressure. 500 

students took part in the study.

lead researcher Dr sharon Horwood, a 

lecturer in Deakin’s School of Psychology, 

said habitual smartphone use and 

entertainment use - using the phone to 

relax, escape and pass time - were the 

best predictors of lower wellbeing. she 

commented, “Wellbeing is about feeling 

satisfied with your life, managing day-to-

day activities, and positive relationships. 

We found that problematic smart phone 

use impacts on all those things.”

HoLIStIc WELLbEIng 
CENTRE OPENS IN 
SEATON
Katherine Bolton 

has opened a 

new holistic 

business 

in seaton 

in Devon. 

The Pebble 

Moon Holistic 

Wellbeing Centre was officially opened by 

the town’s mayor and former town crier. 

The new centre offers aromatherapy and 

restorative treatments. 

Katherine is an experienced holistic 

therapist, who previously ran retreats in 

Brittany. she hopes to offer wellbeing 

talks and workshops addition to the 

various treatments already on offer. n
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This full-colour compact reference 
guide, is an essential aide-mémoire 
for any student or early practitioner 
of anatomy, physical therapy, 
chiropractic, medicine, physiotherapy, 
or any other health-related field.

The book details anatomical 
terms, tissues, bones, axial and 
appendicular skeletons, joints, and the 
musculoskeletal system, along with  
The Anatomy Trains myofascial 
meridians which presents a map of 
how tracks of fascial fabric wind 
longitudinally through series of 
muscles. This new approach to 
structural patterning has far-reaching 
implications for effective movement 
training and manual therapy 
treatment.

978 1 905367 85 6
Available from Amazon.co.uk

£12.99

The Pocket Atlas
of Human Anatomy
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TRY OUR FREE 5-PART ONLINE INTRO   
www.upledger.co.uk     0800 690 6966

Learn how to treat the craniosacral system through 
our unique series of 4-day courses, and bring an extra 
dimension to your work and clients. Integrate our 
techniques to grow your practice and skill set.
First is CST1.  Get started in 2019:  8-11 May in Solihull, 25-
28 Sept in Brighton, or 27-30 Nov in Perth. 

Upledger CranioSaCral Therapy

The (he)arT of liSTening... 

Tune into the craniosacral rhythm...  Listen to the nuances...
Ssh... what might your hands hear? 

www.baseformula.com

100% pure essential oils | hydrolats | carrier oils
pre-blended massage oils | cosmetic bases

Up to 15% off for registered therapists*

*Visit website for more information.

Harness the 
power of aromatherapy

PROdUCTS & SERvICES



Its what ’s inside our essential oils 
that really makes the difference.

Tisserand Aromatherapy has been sourcing and blending 100% natural pure 
essential oils since 1974.  Handed down over the years, our knowledge and 

expertise of essential oils ensure we are one of the most trusted brands in 
aromatherapy and wellbeing.

Sign up to tisserand.com to receive professional pricing
and 25% off your f irst order using code HTM25.

@tisseranduk @tisserandaromatherapy
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Menopause
Supporting you through the

Menopausal 

hot fl ushes
& night sweats

Contains 
magnesium, known 

to help with 

tiredness
& fatigue

Menoforce®
Sage tablets
A traditional herbal medicinal product used for 
the relief of excessive sweating associated with 
menopausal hot fl ushes, including night sweats 
exclusively based upon long-standing use as a 
traditional remedy. Always read the leafl et.

Menopause
Support
Herbal food supplement with Soy Isofl avones, 
Magnesium and Hibiscus for support before, 
during and after the menopause. Contains 
magnesium which contributes to a reduction 
of tiredness and fatigue.

Available from health food stores.
For further information please visit www.avogel.co.uk 

or call our helpline on 0845 608 5858.
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